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Matt Starking(11 january)
 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
 
Matthew Ackerson  Matt Starking       was born on Friday,11th January 1987, in
Africa. As a middle class African, he educated himself to the collage level, with
him having Bsc Business Administration at Kwame Nkrumah University of science
and technology and
Com TIA A + in Information Technology at Takoradi Technical University. As a
child he saw himself as an ambitious person, and did know and understand life of
doing what is right from wrong and being able to achieve his dreams was his
focus, as for his spirit he believed in reality and positivity  as faith, believing and
understanding nature as life, thus the naturalist and positivist ideologist. His life,
time and the world of his time taught him the  lesions of life, he adopted the
name Matt Ancient because, searching for intellectual liberty, knowledge and
wisdom is a deep rooted ancient culture, so his adopted name even reminds him
of who he is and the destiny he has. At high school he studied general art, of
which he specialized in history, literature, government and social science, so
even though at University he did studied business administration, he continued
to study history and literature on his own. At a moment in time he discovered a
true God gifted latent in him, thus writing, he improved upon the talent and has
grown to a very creative writer in his time, he writes music, poems, essay, short
stories and novels. Besides writing he enjoys swimming and watching of soccer.
Around 2019, aside writing and other entrepreneur works he got into, Matt also
worked as an history tutor at a local government basic school. The basic idea of
his creative work is to free mankind from racism, political lies, religious
superstition and illusion, but living with a positive attitude towards each other,
thus unifying, reforming and transforming the human race.



Hiding Truth
 
Hell  is a barren minds
Who cannot think and make a decision for  themselves
Hell is an enslaved mentality
Hell is being deprived from being free
And your right taken from you
By the very people you trust with authority
They corrupt, they lot and create poverty
Hell is living in poverty
Hell making the same mistakes over and over again
Because you didn't learn your lesson
And you keep dwelling in pain
Hell is knowing the truth and keep causing problems
Hell is a crest of ignorant emblems
Hell is false pretenses
Backbiting and cowardly running from the truth
For self defense
Hell is people who don't know their past
For they will always dwell in the past
To hell with you if you dwell on negativity
And ignore positivity
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Alkebulan
 
Alkebulan is the name the ancient called Africa
It means mother of mankind
So be a little polite, show some respect  and be kind
Mother nature
Africa the cradle of civilization
The capital of human culture
A land of great kings and queens
Africa holds the largest resources in the world
It is from her breast that all mankind feeds,
It is a throbbing market place that sways to the beat of African drums and the
rhythm of endless wealth.
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Hold On
 
Hold on
Hold on
Hold on for a while
Hold on
Hold on
just put a smile
 
For Sometimes the tides are high
Sometimes they are low
Sometimes the river gets dry
Sometimes over flow
The message is to have courage
 
So hold on
Hold on
Hold on for a while
Hold on
Hold on
Just put a smile
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Socialism
 
Socialism, socialism, socialism
I am here
I will share
Call on me
and I will be there
For I care
Socialism, socialism, socialism
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Deeds Of Men
 
Mother Earth has many children
But she favors men
Upon whom's lands
Sin flourishes now and then
And upon whom's farms fear grows sudden
Because the love for guns
Ignores the power of the pen
The trees cries out of pain and agony
For men in power means calamity
This is what they call humanity
Upon all what we produce
For them to use
It's us they abuse
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Survival Of The Fittest
 
(The lion king)
 
 
Born in the wilderness
Where life has no definition for fairness
Left to fend for myself alone in the dark forest
A kingdom where all the beasts of the world do rest
The anthem is survival of the fittest
There love is not a culture
But a religion of torture
A civilization based on cannibalism
a game of racism, monopoly and capitalism
It either you eat or you get eaten
Be on your feet or get beaten
Non is ready to share
Because no one really care
Once I was intimidated by an oppressor
Who made me feed on my fear
Escaped twice from the hunters trap
An amusement sweeter than melodies made from a harp
Upon realizing freedom is far beyond my reach
The hardest lessons life can teach
I have claimbed the ladder of death and came down
And Upon my head lies a crown
So on top of the mountain when you hear a roar
That's the sound of the lion of Africa
And will never back down nor surrender
So I'm ever ready each and every day
searching for my prey
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Be An Eagle
 
Be an eagle
Don't be a parrot
But be an eagle
For parrot's talk too much
Makes a lot of noise
And cannot fly high
But an eagle has the power
To reach the sky
So be an eagle
Don't be a parrot
But be an eagle
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Poets Don't Die
 
Poets don't die
They live forever
Words don't die
They last forever
I will live and die a poet
a profession I will never reject
A decision I will never regret
For it's a dream
I had in a dream
That all the material life
Will past away
The flesh and the body will also decay
And all the riches left behind
For there's nothing to pay
Like the fallen and dried leafs
which the air blows away
It your judgement day
And what do you have to say
But Like a spell
Which rings in your ears a bell
My words are forever here to stay
For Poets don't die
They live forever
Words don't die
They last forever
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The Golden Rule
 
God first; do good, speak the truth always
no matter what
even if it will lead you to your death
Believe in your self
don't look down upon your self
even if you are in the worst situation
Always love yourself
Strength is courage
And hope is motivation
Don't compare yourself to others
Don't judge others
Do to others what you wish them do to you
Money is necessary but not the reason of life
Work heard, learn more, listen more and talk few
Cherish the gift of life and always be happy
Live free in the mind and in the heart
No need to hate or jealous
One's progress in life
Love those who love you
But hate non
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In The Name Of Freedom
 
I've been to many places
I've seen different races
And seen different faces
I have climb the highest mountain
And seen great fountains
Walked through fire
To feel the burning desire
Crossed the oceans
To see great nations
The search of wealth
And the need for good health
The fight for authority and power
And the need to prosper
Marrying a wife
And all that is in life
It will all not matter
If not in the name of freedom
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Shame The Devil
 
Learn how to live noble
Living the life of the simple
Refraining from evil
Staying out of trouble
And you will shame the devil
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When The Earth Breathes
 
The earth breathes in and out
Very slowly giving the four season
She takes substance into herself
For she breathes for a reason
The dump leaves falling and rotting
Making compost for the soil
The rain soaking deeply
Into the good earth
Its time for fertility and birth
The enrichment of all creation
The stillness and fullness of winter
Then the beginning of exhalation in spring
The blossoming trees
And the pollination of flowers
The songs of birds
A rhythm of a good season
The full expansion of summer
When the tall gold wheat
Sways in the light breeze
The juicy apples swells
And ripen in the orchards
All feels well
The time of harvest is due
And the moment of final exhalation
Crowning the year
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If God Is Our Father
 
They say god is our father
But I have never seen him before
For he lives in heaven
A place not for the living
But I on earth
The place of my birth
I don't have is address
But I keep sending him messages
Does he receive them
I keep calling him
But he never answers
Neither do I have his picture
How do I describe my father
Ignorant or an arrogant father
Because whiles he lives up there
And his children dying of poverty
And our life full of mystery
We are feed with child labour
So if he is our father
Why then must we
his children suffer
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Why Is Heaven For The Death
 
They say heaven is sweet
And when you get there
God gives you a nice treat
For there's no pain
And more to entertain
But why does only the death
Goes to heaven
And not the living
For the death has no feeling
They have no mouth to talk
No legs to walk
And no eyes to see
But the living are the ones
Who needs to be free and happy
But what do we see
The living labor in pain
And there's nothing to gain
All his effort in vain
Why is heaven for the death
And not the living
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Life's Not Fair
 
life favors the rich
and despises the poor
but if life's for all
then why not share
the bread equal
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Elegy
 
like a mysterious fly
in my soup
a bad feeling
I can't coop
stumbling upon my hope
casting the dark clouds
upon my head
took away my daily bread
and inflicting me pain
on my bed
a bad omen
from a cursed bird
an evil tidings to change
my great mood
for a violent victory
will do me no good
and a bad soil
can't grow me a flower
neither can the bad weather
a meal of poverty
certainly taste bitter
antagonizing my destiny
for I am a captive
yearning to be free
what the oppressor
don't want to see
the abomination of a just course
is a sacrifice for the gods
a victim to the system
an unwanted rhythm
a hunted soul
for the beast
and a prey for its feast
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The Principle Of  Total Independence Of The
Legislature
 
THE PRINCIPLE OF
 TOTAL INDEPENDENCE OF THE
                  LEGISLATURE
 
 
 
 
In the history of man we cannot tell of a nation without government, which
makes government a major  factor in the building of a nation. So the question is,
why do we form government, in a society where there is no government, there
are no rules and regulations and a society without rules and regulations people
go astray and do anything they want, regardless of whose right is  abused or
whose life is  taken. The human society is bound of doing both good and evil, so
in other to do what is right and ignore all that is evil, then there is the need to
form government to defend, protect and ensure equality for all. The greatest
obligation of government is to ensure free and fairness, equality and justice,
peace and the needs of all the people, so that one may not abuse other but one
may be free to live what is perceive to be his destiny. That is government by the
people, for the people and with the people, we don't form government because
we think there are people who are very wise than others and they deserve to
rule, abuse the people and enjoy whiles people suffer all their life.
So talking about government then what type of government is more preferable to
be practiced in the human society in this 21st century. Is it monarchy as it is
practiced in Britain, Arabia and other parts of Europe or is it autocracy of which
many call communism as practiced in China, Russia, Africa and other parts of the
world or the old fashion aristocracy of which people call it  Democracy in modern
times  which is based on partisan politics of which is the game for the rich.
Yes democracy but democracy without the total independence of legislature is
aristocracy. If government must provide and protect the people then it should
not create errors or problems else it take the entire nation into suffocation or
government must not corrupt to cause poverty to the people, hence the principle
of the total independence of the legislature a modern democratic principle. This
type of government and democratic principle reduces errors, corruption, partiality
and it is very transparent, effective, simple to be practiced. This is like a throne
built on a solid rock and it is for all time men.
Democracy as defined by Abraham Lincoln is clearly understood and it right, but
democracy goes beyond government and not just one party in and another



waiting for it turn, but covers all aspect of life, thus doing away with abuses and
violence, shewing equality and justice, free and fairness economically, politically
and socially, freedom and equal rights to the ordinary man as well as the weak
and the poor and that is not power to who is rich and strong to manipulate and
come to power. The principle of total independence of the legislature will
strengthen government and fill the loopholes, a mechanism to fight partisan
politics, partiality and corruption. I believe in the electoral process of electing or
choosing a leader, but partisan politics has became a mechanism in government
which creates propaganda, manipulation, partiality and makes government very
weak, it does not bring the people together, it creates division, hence it fuels
conflicts which sometimes leads to war, political instability, poverty etc. This is
because a group of rich people with common ideas and objectives, they have
similar aims and goals and they are bound to corrupt, seize power for a long
time. In other to prevent all these obstacles in the human society then the best
way is the principle of independence of the legislature which removes and
destroys all the obstacles in government and brings transparency, free and
fairness. I believe that every generation has his own way of life according to the
errors and problems, opportunities of their time and the 19century political errors
cannot continue in the 21st century and we must correct and put things right.
The principle of the total independence of the legislature promotes unity in
government, destroys corruption and it is very transparent, it is also a
mechanism for accountability, it brings equity and justice, free and fairness and
gives the entire nation a common aim and goals.
Government has three arms, thus the executive arm of government, which is the
office of the presidency and his ministers, the legislature which is the law making
arm of government responsible to make and implement laws and the judiciary
which is to enforce the law or ensure that these laws are executed after it
implementation. This is separation of powers and each arm of government is to
check and balance one another to ensure free and fairness, equity and justice
and transparency in government. In other to work effectively they must be
separated completely from each other or else there will be corruption and
mistrust in government. It doesn't matter the term of office, thus the number of
years one is to be in office, I believe only through elections must one come to
power and through election must they leave, because aside that, any other
means of transferring power will end up in a blood share and civil war it doesn't
has to be on the bases of one party coming to power and go for another to come,
but a mechanism to ensure equality and justice, unity and progress and that the
only principle which is very important in government is the principle of separation
of powers and the principles of checks and balances, and without these principles
government is very weak and useless. If so then why must the executive and the
legislature be in the same political party and have the same aims and objectives,
such a loophole in government is a major blow to democracy, this is the major



reason why democracy has failed humanity. We have ignore such error in
government for a long time and we have base democracy on how one party goes
for another to come and not a mechanism to fight inequalities and corruption in
government. For as far as the executive and the legislature are in the same party
together, there will be corruption, inequalities and there can be tyranny, this is
because if majority in parliament are also in the same party of the ruling
government, then nobody can oppose them, there will be absolute power and
wither policies are good or bad they will be forced on the people, they make laws
to favor and protect themselves from the judiciary, they can seize power and
abuse their authority, because after all the legislature is involved in the atrocities
committed. These few people in power will be very rich and powerful whiles the
majority of the people will be poor and suffer, there will be no wealth circulation,
the rich will make policies to protect their wealth and investment cause their the
same people in government, and they can monopolies all other industries for
their selfish reasons and have control over government  and government will
never be effective and efficiently, because it can no longer protect the interest of
all but the rich, for  they come to power in other to make money out of the poor
and not to help the common people. Politics is seen as investment, thus throw
some money to win you power and get profit later on when you come to power,
but government is by the people, with the people and for the people and if the
majority in the senate or parliament are from the opposition party, then they will
also oppose the ruling party for no other reason but just because they are the
opposition, hence wither government policies are good or not they will just vote
against it, which will draw back the progress of the nation because of partisan
politics. We saw a clear example between the republican and the democrats
during the term of Obama, when the republicans falsely opposed Obama's gun
and immigration policies, they were doing that because they just wanted to
oppose the democrats and not just because Obama's policies were wrong, but at
the end its the poor who suffers.
The principle of total independence of the legislature suggest that the legislature
must be elected to parliament as independent candidates and must not belong to
any political party, one must resign as a member of parliament or a senator
before he or she can take part in partisan politics, the legislature must be
neutral, and must not support any political party, they must also not declare
their political views in public. Their major responsibility is to check and balance
the other two arms of government and that will make government very stronger
than ever. With this true majority in parliament will be true majority and true
minority will be true minority, policies implemented will be true policies, and all
other false and corrupted political parties will be held accountable, this will give
room for transparency and efficiency in government. It removes and destroys
anarchy, monarchy, autocracy and aristocracy, which make government only an
institution for wealthy people. With this the executive is separated from the



legislature and the judiciary and one cannot control or interfere with the other.
Their responsibility is based on the constitution and their duties and obligation
are within it jurisdiction and any other altrances is an abuse of power and must
be rectified by the legislature. The principle of total independence of the
legislature is the backbone of the principle of separation of powers and checks
and balances, thus it strengthens government and democracy.
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Welcome To My World
 
my world
welcome to my world
my world is for anybody
somebody and everybody
everyone is welcome
 
 
 
welcome to my world
my world is for
people with disabilities
as well as people with capabilities
for there are no impossibilities
 
 
my world
my world do not discriminate
or even differentiate
nor perpetuate and manipulate
in other to eliminate
 
 
welcome to my world
my world is for both
the old and young
as well as the weak and strong
where everyone belong
 
 
my world
my world is for different races
people with different faces
living in different places
you are welcome to my world
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Escape From Hell
 
a day will come
when all my anguish
will totally vanish
and my sadness
turn into happiness
free from the whips and chains
which feeds me with pains
far will i be
from the land
of hatred and jealousy
from the life which inflict me
with emotional agony
and cloths my path
with tragedies and mysteries
lay me a bed of cruelty
but a day will come
when time will look
at me with sympathy
when life will smile at me
for success will be my lover
and failure my enemy
a clean spirit
do not have a place in hell
for heaven is the place he dwells
so poverty i wish you farewell
because am departing from hell
and heaven is my next destination
away from the discrimination
and the intimidation
when that day comes
my night will turn to a day
and the sunshine
will make me a hay
i will enjoy the fruits
of my labor
have happiness every dinner
for i have reached the land
of joy divine
all all that is beauty



now is mine
wonderful thought seducing me
to my prosperity
for birds only fly
and that is their destiny
i am a mansion
built with wisdom
and furnished with freedom
the doors of my heart
opened to the future
and my hunted past gone forever
escaped from the land of fear
i now live where
life is very fair
conquered the psychological welfare
in my struggle
have i learnt something
nothing can compare
i don't walk with hate
but now walk with faith
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A Patriot
 
a city built
without a proper defends
is easily trode down
and if a kingdom tears apart
strangers wears it crown
a nation who do not
honor it heroes
is not worthy to die for
and it dreams are hunted
by nightmares and horror
each one for himself
god for us all
it does not only rain
on one mans roof
and a nation built
is built on truth
if you pretend to be blind
you fall in a pit
in the kingdom of heaven
only the righteous has a seat
a group of blind men
cannot embark on a journey
for among all insects
only the bee produces honey
the house of the fool is chaos
but that of the wise is paradise
for god do not live
in the heart of fools
but that of the wise
the mighty is not the strong
but he who is wise
for only an intelligent man
saves a nation from slavery
and gives them a common identity
a bird is praised
and its praised
by it beautiful feathers
good traditions are not
to be forgotten



because life is for the living
the story of a hero
is told from generation to generation
the strength of a nation
is from its foundation
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Seasonal Love
 
kiss me like
it is winter
for I need you
in this cold weather
to give me heat
because you are hot
and turn my winter
into summer
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Epitaph
 
even though here lies
may mortal body
am still here today
I am immortal
for the reward of the righteous
is eternity
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I Write
 
as I write
I write not to fill
this sheet of paper
but I write for the future
so that they will remember
for I write like it is forever
 
so I write
as I write
I write not for a dime
but for you to know my time
that in my prime
will I still write
 
As I write
I write because it is my right
these are not just words
but they are the light
illuminating the dark
and making everything bright
 
so I write
as I write
I write for the name
I write for the fame
I write so that life
will never be the same
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Humble Lion
 
I have  teeth
but I don't bite
I have strength
and not to fight
I have power to heal
and not to kill
you want me to
look down upon myself
and trembleand tremble
because am humble
but I am not evil
to cause you trouble
for my body is a temple
I have teeth
but I don't bite
I have strength
and not to fight
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One Night Stand
 
one night out
will not kill the day
a beautiful mistress to sway
it doesn't often happen
in a bad weather to make hay
work is hard
but wine is sweet
what a beautiful day
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In My Affliction
 
Life has taken me to
a mysteries of land
A place of imposible questions
Difficult to understand
And in the mist of misfortune
Made I stand
The mountains of bones
Made me voiceless tones
The rivers of blood
Drunk by an evil crowed
For in the valley of calamity
Hear me a deadly sound
In my torments scream I loud
For the pain and agony
Will not make me proud
And so cry I
the afflicted cry
When do I depart
and say good bye
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Life Is For A Purpose
 
as tiny as the ant is
they have their own occupation
even the termintes
builds their own mansions
and no matter what
dirt you find them
diamonds are presious
life is for a purpose
so be serious
life is for a purpose
what is yours
in the story of life
everyone has something to do
something to die for
life has a purpose for all
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Find Someone Special
 
you don't have  to
run around like a
busy honey bee
hopping from one flower
to another flower
find someone special
and be together
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I Am A Light
 
I am a light
so becareful you don't
lose your sight
for I am a light
and I shine so bright
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Life A Game Of Chance
 
life is all about you
but sometimes it is not
about what you do
for even the wise lose
and the foolish wins too
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To Whom I Behold
 
men with eyes
sees many women
but I am cursed
for my eyes
sees only you
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We Are Here To Stay
 
we are not leaving
we are not leaving today
because we are here to stay
for we came a long way
ignore all the racism
and  all unecessary criticism
police brutality
in the name of security
I am not in danger
for I am danger
so beware of dogs stranger
we won't get down
until we reach the top
we won't back down
until the killings stop
we will fight
for our basic human right
we will conquer these horrors
for we are warriors
we are here to stay
and we will never go away
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Peace
 
I have fought all my life
and I only have wisdom
intelligence and freedom
left in my arsenal
for the light of peace
is giving me a signal
saying love for all
and no more war
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Immortality
 
life is too short
but last forever
you can kill my flesh
and cannot kill my name
nor my spirit
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Change
 
hear my divine message
for I speak in an immortal  language
get up and pack up your baggage
leave the old life behind
and turn a new page
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Miss Right
 
the dark night strikes again
her kisses washes away my pain
enriching my domain
a woman made of books
so charming with her looks
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A Farmer
 
I am a farmer
an intellectual farmer
the pen is my tool
always in my hand
and my book is the land
my words are the seeds I sow
the intelligents I cultivate
are the fruits
which satisfies many generation
yes from generation to generation
I am a farmer
an intellectual farmer
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The African Child
 
the African child
I am the African child
born into poverty and slavery
so no matter what I do
nobody adores me
my own parents even ignored me
may be it is because of my skin
but i am moved by the spirit within
I never had mother nor father
I never had shelter
I have been through child labor
my only hope is my prayer
I have been through discrimination
humiliation, intimidation, rejection and whatever
I have passed through fire
but still hope for a brighter future
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A Social Climber
 
life is a ladder
and i am a social climber
climbing one step after another
but life is hard
so i have to move faster
if i want to get further
for the rich is getting richer
and the poor get poorer
even though life is tough
and things get rough
i believe i will make it
life will get better
for i come from somewhere
and now i am here
this is not my permanent place
it will not be like this forever
so far as there is life
there is more hope for the future
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Poetry
 
poetry is something special
something more than just literature
it is something more than a theory
poetry is history
it is a philosophy
poetry is eternity
a divine message
which gives courage
poetry, poetry is life
i am married to her
she is my wife
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A Deceitful Woman
 
the power of an evil woman
is her seduction
she has a golden cup in her hand
filled with abomination
and drinks a wine of fornication
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Heavenly Father
 
he is the king of the castle
and fights every battle
to save his people
he gave us a place in this era
so that we will not die of hunger
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Justice
 
i am innocent until proven guilty
so try to find out the truth
before you accuse me
try to find out who's fault
before you abuse me
think twice before you refuse me
for i am innocent until proven guilty
you always want to prove me wrong
but no matter what; am still strong
you want to put me into jail
and make me the tail
but no matter how had you try
you will still fail
so think carefully before you judge me
for i am innocent until proven guilty
in the heart of men
lives hatred and jealousy
and their deeds full of vanity
you used false allegation
to ensure my assassination
for you want me down
to carry my crown
but my hands are clean
and my heart is pure
i am innocent
for that i am sure
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Eternal Life
 
i am a slave to eternity
for history remembers nobility
rather than brutality
legends than men
and the sword
is never mightier
than the pen
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Capricorn
 
a great team leader
a conductor of an orchestra
a composer; composing the future
a perfect creator; creating nature
a protagonist in character
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The Philosophy Of Football
 
some do it for the fame
others for the name
though losing is part of the game
but i don't lose
for i am a winner
and not a loser
anyone can win
and anyone can lose too
for life's a game of chance
accept defeat and move on
that will help you to be a champion
For it is not over
until you lose courage
so don't lose hope
if your game goes bad
but how to tame the game
and turn things around
win if the chance comes
for creating opportunities
are part of the game
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The Apocalypse
 
when the glory of a
man
is turned into a
mystery
his pride becomes a
mockery
for ignorant of the
truth
is the cultivation
of wickedness
and arrogance the
father of
foolishness
his heart consume by
grief
and his mind hunts
him a relief
but lost in belief
for his god fails
him
and nothing to be
held in high esteem
for his reward is
condemnation
caught in the web of
desperation
his effort can only
end him a
frustration
the sky blue turns
dark
the bad wind blows
away the good luck
an innocent man
drowns at sea
for his soul is
empty
his flesh perishes
and he dies in his



anguish
his body afflicted
for a greedy soul
is full of lies
the deeds of the
righteous is
perfection
and that of the
devil is destruction
for evil his
invention
when the righteous
perish, evil
flourish
he lives in the
heart of men
and their body his
den
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Poetic Justice
 
some are rich
others are poor
some will stand
others will fall
the hardest truth
we all ignore
we always have to pretend
like did before
for we don't know
that which is right
to fight for
but whether rich or poor
we will all die after all
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My Nubian Queen
 
her skin as dark as night
her teeth as bright
as light
she is the reason why
i wake up in the morning
and embrace the day
for her sake
i will stay
just to see her smile
for a while
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The Astronaut
 
i will go beyond imagination
and stay on top of the world
for there, there are no limitations
there are no boundaries
no conflicts among nations
no religious and racial discrimination
i will only colonies the moon
and enslave impossibilities
this is my mission
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Stand Out And Be Counted
 
blow your horn
turn your lights on
stand up and be counted
be a champion
for you were born a cat
and you grew
to be a lion
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Forgive And Forget
 
forgive and forget
and you will never regret
have you been cheated
so you are disappointed
they took your wife
and destroyed your life
but forgive and forget
and you will never regret
forgiveness is the greatest healer
of all pain
yes what happened
is driving you insane
but forgive and forget
for it will never happen again
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Isle Of Love Vii
 
they say i do not live in a mansion
neither do i have
a huge salary paid occupation
and poverty is my accreditation
so i do not deserve love
but what is love
and who is love for
the poor begs for love
the rich mistreat love
some have it all
but they don't have love
others have love
but do not no how
to treat love
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What Does Freedom Means To You
 
freedom means a lot to me
what does freedom means to you
to me; freedom is equal opportunities
equal reward for all
kinds of potentialities
to me as well as anybody elsewhere
freedom to speak without favor and fear
freedom to move to anywhere
so far as i want it
freedom is free and fairness
regardless of where i was born
or where i came from
the color of my skin
my religious status
or how i appear
for i am not what i wear
i need freedom spiritually
physically, mentally, emotionally
psychologically, sexually
and freedom financially
what makes me different from others
is what i do with my life
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To My Dearest One
 
o thou beautiful flying dove
please send this message to my love
tell her if her heart is broken
then i will pick the pieces
flowers are roses
i miss her kisses
i yearn for the nectar of her skin
for she is my beauty queen
love they say
do not cost a thing
so no matter what they say
my love do not care
about having an affair
i miss your smile dear
hope we will meet again somewhere
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A Thing Called Courage
 
a thing called courage
it will only open a new page
if i did not cross the oceans
i would have been left alone
i would have been lost
and i wouldn't have seen
what lies beyond the oceans
the road to heaven
is paid with righteousness
for i was lost in the wildness
a thing called courage
that which unleashes you from the cage
the body is just a vehicle
transporting the soul
for there was nobody to love
nobody to console
nobody to talk to
wondering what to do
a thing called courage
it will only open a new page
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A Woman's World
 
i have traveled deeply
through out my thought
and i discovered on my journey
a woman's world
women love to be pampered
they are like horses
which need to be tamed
before mounted
treat her like a princess
for this how she was created
only a good woman
satisfies a man's belly
and makes him a family
she represent the earth
a symbol of fertility
and an art of beauty
a good woman becomes a wife
and a good mother gives life
with her support
you can make a great effort
so treat her like a lady
and she won't go crazy
a man's world without a woman
is inhuman
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Dance To Your Own Tune
 
walk your own walk
and talk your own talk
create your own song
and sing along
for there is nothing wrong
play your own tune
and dance your own tune
for a man who cannot
think for himself
is easily threw to the wind
but  a house built on a rock
cannot be easily moved
the foolish man's pride
makes him a greedy person
so he causes treason
but the wise lives
for a reason
the bravery of a man
makes his enemies retreat
so be on your feet
and play your own beat
for after all not every song
is so sweet
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Praises
 
he loves me
he loves me; he loves me
he made me great
he made me great; all over the world
 
 
nobody to somebody
this my testimony
he loves me
they wanted to make me mystery
but he made me history
you will remember me
till eternity
 
 
there was a time
i couldn't stand on my feet
i had nothing to eat
people see me
and say who are you
now see me
and say how are you
 
 
 
he loves me
he loves me; he loves me
he made me great
he made me great; all over the world
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Isle Of Love Vi
 
my love is well composed
composed like a symphony
which produces sweet melody
like a well practiced opera
to be performed at the theater
i can even smell her presence
at the entrance
for she is perfumed with fragrance
sweet fragrance from France
and cloth with elegance
i won't tell no lie
your gold and diamonds
wealth a purchase
but i can't wait
to see her face
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Eternity
 
death is a lie
a higher illusion of sleep
but life is the truth
a conception very deep
greater than all
the riches we hep
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Love Poem
 
I am a slave
To my desire
So that makes
Me your slave
Because you are my desire
for you will remains
In my heart forever
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The Tree Of Life
 
Life is like
Planting a seed
It grows strong roots
so that it firmly stands
It branches spreads
Through the skys
It takes time to grow
And bears fruits
Which satisfies many hanger
Even from generation to generation
But a good seed
Planted on a bad soil
Fails to germinate
A seed planted needs
The air, water, light
Time, care and protection
Before it can be cultivated
for nothing comes
Out of the blue moon
You don't plant olive tree
And reap grapes
You shall surely
Reap what you sow
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Proverb
 
men hate the truth
but god knows it all
wisdom is to descend
between good and evil
knowledge is to cultivate
from the ability and potentiality
so sow no violence
and reap no evil
for mistakes are the
cause of failure
the love of wealth
hatred and jealousy
disrespects the integrity
selfishness and greediness
are the anxieties of hell
and love and kindness
the fantasies of heaven
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Religion Or Nature (Traveling Back To Time)
 
Each and every day, mankind search to find out that which exist and that which
is to happen., thus the destiny of mankind. it is reality as a human beings to
know and understand the beginning of the universe and what really
happened.with this we as humans can predict or forecast the future and the
destiny of mankind. so many scientific solutions and religious ideas have erupt
for the past 2000 years and beyond to seek and understand life and how it
began.
for man cannot live without tracing or finding out his origin and his mission on
earth, his visions and destiny. even though there have been many scientific
studies which may be true or lie about the universe and how it began. life and
the history of mankind. so have there been so many religious illusions. for there
is no concrete evidence to prove the mysteries of the universe and the cliches
surrounding life and humanity.
 
To science the planet evolved from volcano and turned into lands for human
habitat. and man was an Ape who evolved to be humans. but even though Apes
have heads, nose, mouth, ears and creep on two toes and have the like of
humans, they can never evolved to be humans no matter how far time travels,
because biologically this cannot be true, because the human genes is far different
from that of an Ape and other living creatures on earth, all living things produce
their own kind and no matter the climatic condition or how far time travels Apes
can never evolve to human form or have it behavior, feelings or sensitivity.
neither can an Ape can reproduce human beings as it offspring. nor acquire any
knowledge, skill or intelligence to be humans. However man should not be
ignorant about how scientific studies have brought the human world and how
helpful it has been to help in clearing of the cliches and illusions caused by other
ideologist.it has been a blessing rather curse, it has provided the basics of the
study of our cosmic system. but it has still not provide us with answers about the
questions we ask.
 
And to religion god used six days to create the universe and used the seventh
day to create man with clay, which is Adam and removed his ribs to create Eve
which is the first woman and by them all the entire human race were born.Even
though there are several questions to ask, but we humans have lived with this
for several year.
this brings us to wither Adam and Eve are the first man and woman on earth and
the cliches or the story about them being the parent of the human race or entire
genealogy of the human race.
and how come a world of several race of man produced by just two people. in the



world today there are about six(6)   different races in the world. so how true is it
as religion claims to know the beginning of man and his destiny on earth.
let us not forget that god has given man the power to understand and makes
decisions on his own, to find out the truth and that which exist.
 
The Question?
now if Adam and Eve were the first man and woman on earth, were they Black or
whites, brown, yellow or red or were they Africans, Arabians, Europeans, Indian,
Chinese or Red Indians decent.and how can these two people give birth to all
these different races.and If they were Africans, how come two African can
produce an Indian race or the Arabian race. Neither can an European and African
reproduce a Chinese or a Red Indian. Neither can a Chinese and European
reproduce an African, a Chinese or Red Indian, no matter the climatic condition
or no matter how far time travels. Biologically the idea of Adam and Eve being
the first man and woman created by god is wrong and has no fact to prove.
Genetics has proven that even though two races can mate and reproduce but
they will reproduce a similar kind or it behaviors. Neither can magic, miracles or
by any other religious means can this be true.
 
The aim of this research is to provide evidence and fact, which will be the basis in
research, in other discover who truly mankind is, his destiny on earth. how did
the universe began. that by this the future generation will know and understand
what exist and the true world that nature has given mankind. in other to find a
better destiny for mankind. This is beyond religion, race, nationality and age or
other wise in search of freedom and happiness, a true world for all mankind from
generation to generation.
The question is being asked and man need answers. Are we to live with this or to
believe in this and for how long are we to live with this mystery. For we must
decide for ourselves, the well being of humanity lies on our shoulder, which
direction or way are we to go. We need to educate ourselves, research to
discover and uncover life and nature.
For Adam and Eve might exist but they are not the genealogy of the entire
human race but that of Abraham and the Israelite and not the human race.
The human race has a lot to learn and to discover about nature and life on earth,
we need to seek and understand what nature has for us and what really exist, in
making policies and it implementation, our human morality, creation, science and
technology, art literature must be derived from nature and not religion, race,
nationality etc, hope mankind find his true destiny.
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Indoctrination Ii
 
you cant use a knife
to weed a farm
you can use the cutlass
to peel a yam
it easier to cross the river
than to cross the sea
the tree of positivity
bears a fruit of liberty
and the tree of negativity
bears the fruit of abomination
to the righteous the beauty of life
is to live perfection
so create no destruction
and cleave for devilish solution
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Conspiracy Ii
 
i was forced to leave my country
because they did not want to see me
live what i call my destiny
for they hated me cruelly
over the gift nature gave me
they gave me scorpions
for my break fast
and threw my glory into the dust
they shot me in the heart
and things fell apart
this is why i had to depart
but if the lord do not build the house
the builder build in vain
i have nothing to loose
because we die to live again
that on the mountains of death
we can still hear
the sound of life again
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Welcome On Board
 
i have built
a ship of eternity
to cross the oceans of mystery
which sails through
the storms of tragedy
even through the wind
and the tide
with god on our side
it a golden age
and we need to open a new page
everyone is welcome on board
a simple life everyone can afford
for the pen is
mightier than the sword
a higher institution
far better than a nation
built on illusion
a house of salvation
and a valley of redemption
whatever the matter
descending between good and evil
will only make us prosper
for in the island of eternity
is the hidden treasure
so listen and listen well
the body will fair you well
but the spirit is forever
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Fairy Freedom
 
be fair, be fair
and don't you dare
try to invade my privacy
cage my harmony
nor enslave my mentality
 
 
be fair, be fair
and don't you dare
treat love cruelly
for freedom is sweet
sweeter than honey
and valuable than money
it is priceless
and every one needs it regardless
 
 
be fair, be fair
and don't you dare
you autocrats, aristocrats
bureaucrats who pretends
to be democrats
 
 
be fair, be fair
and don't you dare
for even the tress
waive for freedom
anytime the air blows
and the fishes in the sea
cries for freedom
anytime the water flows
even the birds fly
in the sky
saying be fair, be fair
and don't you dare
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Divine
 
yours is fortune
mine is divine
monkeys play on trees
and in the dirt
plays the swine
the cat is a master
to the mouse
but a pet in the house
for some are born to be
and others are born to see
i am not made of gold
but that which is forever
is what i behold
for the story
will forever be told
you are made of flesh
i am made of the spirit
for the throne of god
will i inherit
for the world belongs to
those who has the desire
to make it successful
by them mankind
is always hopeful
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Isle Of Love V
 
love is finding
someone trust worthy
someone with inner beauty
that special someone
to set me free
and make me happy
her beauty sparkles
each moment the stars twinkles
the sound of her voice playing me a jingle
saying am single
and ready to mingle
she is the love of my life
and i can't wait
to make her my wife
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My Identity
 
am black, am black
i will say it loud
for that am proud
it has compassed me all around
 
 
am black, am black
from my head to toe
no matter where i go
wither high or low
 
 
am black, am black
black is beauty
this is my identity
for i can only be me
 
 
am black, am black
for black is a nation
it is more than color
black is Nubia
black is power
 
 
am black, am black
and that do not make me inferior
but rather feels superior
for black is natural
black is forever
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A Portrait
 
Like a portrait of a king
like a beautiful song to sing
so is the beauty of a fine writer
like a skillful potter
who takes his time
to produce a perfect creation
for art is experience
science is fiction
and religion is illusion
for what is going on
is beyond human imagination
from his authorship
to his lordship
thy sayings are pure
and they are for all
thou art noble
by thee life is made simple
thy thoughts are like
a great spirit
which fulfills a temple
brightening even in the darkness
like a lion in the wildness
searching for his prey
for mankind is gone astray
purity is what he say
that the life we live today
is beyond yesterday
so take this way
for that which will make us strong
is to refrain from wrong
for evil has reigned for too long
this is not a campaign to gain
for the poor to live in pain
this is not politics
this is poetics
some trust in Fascism
others believe in capitalism
and others in racism
but thy words are true



from generation to generation
like an heavenly dew
refreshing all creation
like a shepherd when he speaks
his flocks hear
thy voice is the air
so thy works are everywhere
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Isle Of Love Iv
 
time travels so fast
and we quickly forget the past
I  thank God at last
yesterday you were my baby
now my lady
tomorrow you will be my fiance
and later in life
i shall call you my wife
diamonds are forever
i shall put a diamond ring
on your finger
for better or worst
we will be together
for our love is forever
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Say No To War
 
say no
say no to war
how pity it is
to see a young mourner
an innocent child to burry
his dead mother and father
for religious and political
falsehood causing disaster
 
 
the poor always has to fight
in other to see the sunlight
but the optimum principle
is to do right
 
 
for life has turn to war
no that guns are sore
and words are pure
for that am sure
but who cures
love they abore
materialism they adore
 
 
prevention they say
is better than cure
say no
say no to war
like told before
 
 
 
a godly tree provides a good shelter
and it fruits satisfies hunger
why not live in peace and harmony
so that we all will be
free and happy
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Looking For Love
 
Looking for love
where can i find my love
my heart is on fire
and love is the water
to quench this fire
honey is sweet
but love is much sweeter
the lion is strong
but love is much stronger
I am hungry and only love
can satisfy my  hunger
cry me a river
only love takes me higher
this conception is deeper
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Isle Of Love Iii
 
The finest flower in the garden
it smell reaches heaven
your beauty is outstanding
even among the hearten
sweet red wine
which cometh out of the kings vine
wish you could be mine
for kings don't make history
but hero's does
princess do not marry kings
but love does
i pray thee to pardon me
oh thou fertile piece of land
to multiply my generations like the sand
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He Reigns
 
hallelujah he reigns
in the world of the living
God reigns
he rules for he is the greatest
and no one can contest
he sets the people free
and that they will be forever happy
but Satan is the opposition
he tries to over throws
the government of God
he uses atrocities
he uses manipulation
in other to get power
but there after
is a great destruction
he reigns
hallelujah he reigns
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Is The World Insane
 
(A SHORT COMMENTARY ON THE 21ST CENTURY CIVILIZATION)     
 
This story goes on to throw light on the 21st century civilization. And in that
political era, the religious and political atrocities, which ended up as the back
bone of social injustice, inequalities, war crimes against humanity etc. As in the
Arab world an Islamist extremist rose to devour blood, killing thousands in the
name of God and prophecy, so many innocent people who died, losing their
homes, friends and families all is due to wrong leadership.The rich wasted their
time and money to see people to die, rather than to provide better education,
jobs, health facilities to improve the life's of people. The same influence held
people against their will, especially women and children were forbidden from
what they perceive to be their destiny. Since ones religion which is backed by
political atrocities will not permit them to independent and live their life as they
want it or live a free people. People were persuaded  or manipulated to become
serial killers and suicide bombers all in the name of religious and political
atrocities, this done through the influence of the so called rich and vulnerable in
society.Whiles politically Democracy was ignored by such leadership because
they were selfish and arrogant. There was still stupid monarchs and dictators
which no one dares to criticizes nor say anything about them. These so called
leaders created enemies out of brothers and sisters, so that they fight among
themselves. Instead of educating them and helping them to live a free and a
happy world, in other words wrong leadership brought all these problems. On the
other hand, in the western world of which the same religious and political
atrocities also influenced war crimes, social injustice, inequalities, racism and so
on. These so called leaders who pretended to be the protectors of the human
world, were devouring blood and killing thousands, innocent people lost their
families, homes and life's. False allegation were raised on opposition factions in
the other part of world that they were manufacturing weapons of mass
destruction which was not true. In view of this, these so called leaders, false fully
and forcefully invaded cities and nations for their own selfish reasons and
innocent people has to die all because of these atrocities. It was also difficult for
the media to criticize the so called monarchs who were still in Europe, these so
called western leaders formed collusion in other to topple up leadership in the
Arab world, Latin America, Asia and in Africa, as a result so many people has to
die for so many wrong reasons that no media wanted explanation from no body.
As a result of this, there were terrorist who rose destroying properties,
organisations etc. The implications of this was a serous economic crises, the rise
of unemployment, sickness, diseases, disabilities and so on. Also economically,
there was corruption, discrimination and partiality. Institutions which were



established for the well being of the entire human world was monopolized, in
other world it benefited other and other it did not. like the world had special
nations he gives loans and help but others needed to borrow with higher interest
rate which they could not afford.Moreover these comes with signing of false
policies which may against ones culture or objectives. So the rich was getting
richer and the poor, poorer. Crime rate, economic crises, illiteracy rate etc, so
people will do all they can to survive. And at the end excellent excuses were
given in other to justify these atrocities.
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The Concept And Relationship Between Poetry And
Music
 
Literature                                                                                     
 
Definition:
 
This is basically a written document, message, idea, story etc.  There are three
basic parts of literature, thus poetry, prose and drama. These parts work hand in
hand to achieve what is called literature
The art of creation, thus bringing ones imaginations and thoughts  into reality, so
that it is packaged in a way  that society can learn for the benefit of society, and
also in other to preserve culture  and civilization for future generation.
The basics of  human civilization is information, i.e. to keep records or history
through arts, poetry, prose, drama etc. so without literature, i.e. being able to
read and write, we stand at risk in surviving as people. And it will be very difficult
to for life in the future, since the past culture and history will be erased and not
be in existence.
 
POETRY
 
This is basically a type of literature which is a piece of or short written lyrics,
story or message which is well arranged and rhymes in other to give it a creative
touch. It could be an ode, epic, sonnet, Habakkuk etc. this is also divided into
two main types, thus written and oral poetry, which are the spoken words.
 
WRITTEN POETRY
 
This is a type of literature which is basically a piece of information, lyrics, story or
message which is well arranged and rhymes in other to give it a creative touch.
It could be an ode, sonnet, epic and so on which talks about love, nature, life,
law, faith, freedom etc. the theme, subject, background and the idea of which
the poem is derived from is the main instrument or element which makes the
writer very creative and his work very special than other works. Written poetry is
sometimes used in prose to make it very innovative and creative. And because it
is written, it makes it visible and that feel also make it very special.
 
ORAL POETRY
 
This is also known as spoken words. With this, the theme, the background, the



idea is needed, but what makes it very special and classical is the arrangement
of the lyrics, the rhymes and syllabus. When all these come together they create
a unique sound, and this sound it created becomes music. Thus when reciting the
poems, one might stress on the syllabus and rhymes which then becomes a
rhythm.
And it becomes a form of music when it is given a beat to go with it. So we can
then say this is why poetry is the mother of all music.
 
MUSIC
 
This is basically a piece of lyrics which is given a rhythm and beats in other to
produce a unique sound on it own. This is made up of the chorus, hook and verse
which is also the body of the music. The good music must a theme, a
background, and it idea on which it was derived from. But without the rhythm
there is no music. So the definition of the art of music is basically on the sound
or rhythm it produces. It is the rhythm which makes it very different from poetry
and all other performing art, a good poem might be a music when the rhythm is
given to a lyrics and a good music might also sound like a poems, when it is well
written and arranged.
 
 
RHYTHEMATIC AFRICAN   POETRY
 
Basically, this is the fusion of poetry and music together, thus when both poetry
and music are fused together to give a special, classical and unique creativity i.e.
art on its own. When a piece of poetry is given a chorus, hook and a rhythm to
produce a special and unique sound, i.e. music, then it is called RYTHEMATIC
AFRICAN POETRY.  It doesn’t matter  the language, the type of rhythm  or genre
of music, but must take it form as chorus, hook and the spoken words to produce
a sound or music or to create a unique genre of music or songs.
This doesn’t have to be reggae, hip pop, R&B, pop, jazz etc, but when the spoken
words is identified with a chorus, and hook which produce it own sound.
Rhythematic African Poetry,  this is what start in the 21st century as rap music
and later known as hip pop, but literally it root is what we call rhythematic
African Poetry. Because they take the form of chorus, hook and spoken words.
But on other for the art to be well established and thought in school, it concept
must be clearly identified and defined. For some time it has grown to be one of
the best art or musical culture in the world, and most young people’s dream. So
it must be professionally thought in school in other to fully acquire the art and
skill.
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King Of All Kings
 
ever living
ever faithful
ever truthful
ever sure
ever pure
thou art honorable and adorable
when you speak
the world changes
your fame reaches
the ends of the world
thou art heavenly
there is non like thee
thou art wealthy
to be praised
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Conspiracy
 
Things are not the way it should be
Something is cooking
And it smells like conspiracy
Why are all these happening to me
The people am trying to save
Are the people who are trying to destroy me
I don't understand; why me
People who were conceived in vanity
And grew in mental slavery
For setting the people free
They created falsehood
In other to prosecute me
I am force to hide
By the terrible tide
For being on the lords side
They wasted their time to see my down fall
But seven times will i fall
Seven times will i stand tall
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To My Unborn Child
 
Listen to this carefully my son
there are so many worries under the sun
but much happiness
so think and free your self from sadness
for the deeds of mankind is madness
worst things keep happening
but it all depends on you
so be wise and let your speeches be few
for action speaks louder than words
know that you will be judged
according to your works
the harder the preparation
the easier the battle
rely on nobody for life is a struggle
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Sweet Dreams
 
sweet dreams; you are sweeter
than ice cream
the passion in your voice
anytime you scream
your beauty is like
that of the lily
in the valley
smooth sexy lady
you are the boat to cross the lake
your presence keeps me awake
if i will leave you alone
then it a mistake
there is no question
that your presence
draws my attention
fruit of the loon
i will take you home soon
and marry you by the end
of the full moon
i will treat you like a queen
then feed you with a golden spoon
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Sweet Freedom
 
Hey you preacher
what are you preaching
story teller
what are you saying
 
are you sure you are telling
the true story
are you sure you are teaching
the right theory
 
we are tired of you
we wont listen to you
and your lies any more
 
for freedom is coming
it is coming our way
this is what we say
 
 
we are tired of you politicians
who always talk like magicians
we need freedom
not your illusions
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Romantic Love Affair
 
come baby
come and make love to me
kiss me from my dimple
right down to my nipple
do it baby; do it nice and simple
taste that juicy apple
let me get wet
treat me like a pet
trust in me; dig deeply
but do it gently
mm baby, mm baby
i want my temperature
to rise to the max
so that i can reach my climax
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A Love Story
 
For a long time Matt and zeta
has not seen each other
for life has sent them afar
they did not know
they will see each other so soon
winter passed and it was full moon
the time came; it was summer
Matt has traveled to Jamaica
there he meet zeta
who has also traveled
to spend the summer
on Sunday she went to the beach
on walking an inch
they both meet at the shore
surprise; Matt shouted
what goes around comes around
i lost a great treasure
but have now found
that night the two loving birds
made love till the next morning
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My  Conception
 
Prudence exceeds foolishness
so is righteousness over wickedness
strength is better than weakness
this my conception of life
my reason of life
i am living my life
this is my livity
remember my legacy
as a matter of fact
am treading my own path
am living my mind
this is how is understand
this is my believe
this is how i will live
that which am responsible for
that which i stand for
my God and my spirit
my religion and culture
my philosophy and my faith
my destiny is something i need to search
i am building my own church
this is my identity
i am making my history
this how it will be
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How Long
 
How long
how long must we suffer
our life's in pain and sorrow
because we are black or white
we are blind by racism
 
 
for how long
how long must we suffer
because we are not Christians or Muslims
we are blind by religion
 
 
for how long
how long must we suffer in poverty
because of all these illusion
we are blind by misinformation
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Ordained By Nature
 
Sticks and stones
can break bones
but my words
only creates tones
yes sweat melodies
which satisfies the soul
and makes it whole
a living waters 
to quench your thirst
I am for nothing
but the best
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The Philosophy Of Water
 
Be water
Brother be water
For if you put water in a cup
It takes the shape of the cup
Put water in a tank
It will take the shape of the tank
Put water in a pool
And it will take the shape of the pool
So be water
Brother be water
Rise to any height
Don't stop the fight
Take your form
Do perform
A running water can not be still
So keep flowing
Go on, keep moving
Don't stop brother
Flow like water
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Rise Up Africa
 
Africa, Africa
rise up Africa
Africa, Africa
stand up Africa
when will you learn Africa
your sons and daughters are calling
they are crying
for they are starving
when will you change
oh Africa
you hate wisdom
so do not have freedom
and mystery consuming your kingdom
to be brave means disrespect
you have lost a great prospect
Africa, Africa
rise up Africa
Africa, Africa
wake up Africa
For Political atrocities
Destroying our beautiful cities
Please do away with corruption
do what is right
That is the only tradition
Not this religious illusion
Seek nature; for education
is the best solution
Africa, Africa
Stand up Africa
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About The Press
 
ABOUT   THE   PRESS
 
 
The media, the press was established as an institution to fight for humanity and
human right as well. To serve as a mediator between the people underground
and the so called ruling class, thus between those at top and those at low, the
rich and the poor, and that checking and balancing government. But this was not
the case; the media was discriminatory, barbaric, partial and selfish. For instance
what one could describe as glorious in Africa is always portrait as mysterious by
the press. They always ignored the good things about Africa, Arabia, Latin
America etc, and created a monster out of them, made them inferior in the eyes
of the world, as if they were not part of the world or the human society. Whiles
other mysterious things which happened in the west were hidden. For instance
there were foolish monarchs in Europe who were spending lavishly on stupid
things and billions on issues like toppling of other leaders in the Middle East,
Africa, south Asia and Latin America; they spend on luxuries, expensive royal
weddings and ceremonies and so on. Whiles women and children were suffering
in Africa, Asia and Latin America. But the media kept quit and were always
criticizing Africa, china, Arabia, and Latin Americas of being undemocratic. Even
animals were given media attention than what a fellow man from other part of
the world could do. Because of racism, where one comes from, the religious
group he belongs to, and was seen as minority in the human society, and was
always ignored and abused. They then protect the image of politicians, religious
leaders and so called rich men in the society and ignored those who really
needed their help because they were poor. Instead of being there for the poor,
they took bribes from politicians, for they were selfish and greedy in gaining and
taught about them selves alone, they does that to please these so called ruling
class in other to win awards and rewards at the end, if one fall as a victim then
he deals with that alone, but we all belongs to the human society, and all these
human institutions are there for us all, but not for some group of people who
claims to be the ruling class. Before one could become a leader, it is the same
people who are seen as inferior, who chooses them and make them who they
are. Nobody cares about anybody, the rich becomes richer and the poor, poorer,
the main reason of the press is being undermined, because of corrupt, selfish
character and evil deeds of other humans.  For instance whiles Osama Bin Laden
was seriously criticized by the western media, and a price on his head for crimes
against humanity, George Bush was walking freely like a supper hero without any
court or the media questioning him for the humanitarian genocide, war crimes
against humanity in the middle east, about the innocent people who died, those



who were wounded, lost their families and homes. Just because he was the
president of America, but the question is does anybody has the right to abuse or
take the life of another, because of title or position one has? . The media always
protect the so called ruling class instead of protecting the poor from these 'beast'
which devour blood of innocent people. The media is never transparent, free and
fair and it aim of establishment or it existence is undermined. They never
criticized the alliance of the US, France and the UK for crimes against humanity,
for the lives of innocent people who lost their lives in Libya, just because of the
hate of one man, many has to die, they kept quit and the truth being hidden,
even North Korea was not invaded for the possession of weapons of mass
destruction, as for that it was negotiable, about the monarchs in Europe, as for
that it was the gift of God. The ultimate principle is by being free and fair and
that brings satisfaction. There is no God who wants some people to be kings and
others to slaves. Whiles Palestine is criticized of crimes and violence, Israel was
encourage by the western media for the lost of lives of innocent people who lives
in Gaza, the war crimes against humanity, just because of Palestine being an
Islamic nation, they are accused of terrorism, but Israel has the right to deny
people of their right to live, because the name Israel is in the bible or can any
one tell the reason behind such atrocities. Although terrorism was in existence
and was evil, for many innocent people lost their lives because of these so called
terrorist, and if this is evil and needs to be condemned, why then should
government organizations causes crimes against humanity in the name of
fighting against terrorist, moreover there were terrorist every where, does that
also means NATO should lunch attack on the European nations because there
might be terrorist there, for there is an evidence that the source of these war
crimes and weapons of mass destruction are all caused by political and religious
atrocities, but the media always ignore such fact and rather sing praises on
western leaders, they does this to please the so called  ruling class in other to
get awards and rewards. There were so many human right abuses going on,
racial discrimination but the media kept quit so many times, especially if the
victim comes from Latin America, Africa, Asia Arabia and so on. If the media will
not sell it trust to politicians and so called ruling class, and they will be honest to
themselves and all mankind, all sorts of corruption and abuses could have been
seized and freedom achievedThe media, the press was established as an
institution to fight for humanity and human right as well. To serve as a mediator
between the people underground and the so called ruling class, thus between
those at top and those at low, the rich and the poor, and that checking and
balancing government. But this was not the case; the media was discriminatory,
barbaric, partial and selfish. For instance what one could describe as glorious in
Africa is always portrait as mysterious by the press. They always ignored the
good things about Africa, Arabia, Latin America etc, and created a monster out of
them, made them inferior in the eyes of the world, as if they were not part of the



world or the human society. Whiles other mysterious things which happened in
the west were hidden. For instance there were foolish monarchs in Europe who
were spending lavishly on stupid things and billions on issues like toppling of
other leaders in the Middle East, Africa, south Asia and Latin America; they spend
on luxuries, expensive royal weddings and ceremonies and so on. Whiles women
and children were suffering in Africa, Asia and Latin America. But the media kept
quit and were always criticizing Africa, china, Arabia, and Latin Americas of being
undemocratic. Even animals were given media attention than what a fellow man
from other part of the world could do. Because of racism, where one comes from,
the religious group he belongs to, and was seen as minority in the human
society, and was always ignored and abused. They then protect the image of
politicians, religious leaders and so called rich men in the society and ignored
those who really needed their help because they were poor. Instead of being
there for the poor, they took bribes from politicians, for they were selfish and
greedy in gaining and taught about them selves alone, they does that to please
these so called ruling class in other to win awards and rewards at the end, if one
fall as a victim then he deals with that alone, but we all belongs to the human
society, and all these human institutions are there for us all, but not for some
group of people who claims to be the ruling class. Before one could become a
leader, it is the same people who are seen as inferior, who chooses them and
make them who they are. Nobody cares about anybody, the rich becomes richer
and the poor, poorer, the main reason of the press is being undermined, because
of corrupt, selfish character and evil deeds of other humans.  For instance whiles
Osama Bin Laden was seriously criticized by the western media, and a price on
his head for crimes against humanity, George Bush was walking freely like a
supper hero without any court or the media questioning him for the humanitarian
genocide, war crimes against humanity in the middle east, about the innocent
people who died, those who were wounded, lost their families and homes. Just
because he was the president of America, but the question is does anybody has
the right to abuse or take the life of another, because of title or position one has?
. The media always protect the so called ruling class instead of protecting the
poor from these 'beast' which devour blood of innocent people. The media is
never transparent, free and fair and it aim of establishment or it existence is
undermined. They never criticized the alliance of the US, France and the UK for
crimes against humanity, for the lives of innocent people who lost their lives in
Libya, just because of the hate of one man, many has to die, they kept quit and
the truth being hidden, even North Korea was not invaded for the possession of
weapons of mass destruction, as for that it was negotiable, about the monarchs
in Europe, as for that it was the gift of God. The ultimate principle is by being
free and fair and that brings satisfaction. There is no God who wants some
people to be kings and others to slaves. Whiles Palestine is criticized of crimes
and violence, Israel was encourage by the western media for the lost of lives of



innocent people who lives in Gaza, the war crimes against humanity, just
because of Palestine being an Islamic nation, they are accused of terrorism, but
Israel has the right to deny people of their right to live, because the name Israel
is in the bible or can any one tell the reason behind such atrocities. Although
terrorism was in existence and was evil, for many innocent people lost their lives
because of these so called terrorist, and if this is evil and needs to be
condemned, why then should government organizations causes crimes against
humanity in the name of fighting against terrorist, moreover there were terrorist
every where, does that also means NATO should lunch attack on the European
nations because there might be terrorist there, for there is an evidence that the
source of these war crimes and weapons of mass destruction are all caused by
political and religious atrocities, but the media always ignore such fact and rather
sing praises on western leaders, they does this to please the so called  ruling
class in other to get awards and rewards. There were so many human right
abuses going on, racial discrimination but the media kept quit so many times,
especially if the victim comes from Latin America, Africa, Asia Arabia and so on.
If the media will not sell it trust to politicians and so called ruling class, and they
will be honest to themselves and all mankind, all sorts of corruption and abuses
could have been seized and freedom achieveThe media, the press was
established as an institution to fight for humanity and human right as well. To
serve as a mediator between the people underground and the so called ruling
class, thus between those at top and those at low, the rich and the poor, and
that checking and balancing government. But this was not the case; the media
was discriminatory, barbaric, partial and selfish. For instance what one could
describe as glorious in Africa is always portrait as mysterious by the press. They
always ignored the good things about Africa, Arabia, Latin America etc, and
created a monster out of them, made them inferior in the eyes of the world, as if
they were not part of the world or the human society. Whiles other mysterious
things which happened in the west were hidden. For instance there were foolish
monarchs in Europe who were spending lavishly on stupid things and billions on
issues like toppling of other leaders in the Middle East, Africa, south Asia and
Latin America; they spend on luxuries, expensive royal weddings and ceremonies
and so on. Whiles women and children were suffering in Africa, Asia and Latin
America. But the media kept quit and were always criticizing Africa, china,
Arabia, and Latin Americas of being undemocratic. Even animals were given
media attention than what a fellow man from other part of the world could do.
Because of racism, where one comes from, the religious group he belongs to, and
was seen as minority in the human society, and was always ignored and abused.
They then protect the image of politicians, religious leaders and so called rich
men in the society and ignored those who really needed their help because they
were poor. Instead of being there for the poor, they took bribes from politicians,
for they were selfish and greedy in gaining and taught about them selves alone,



they does that to please these so called ruling class in other to win awards and
rewards at the end, if one fall as a victim then he deals with that alone, but we
all belongs to the human society, and all these human institutions are there for
us all, but not for some group of people who claims to be the ruling class. Before
one could become a leader, it is the same people who are seen as inferior, who
chooses them and make them who they are. Nobody cares about anybody, the
rich becomes richer and the poor, poorer, the main reason of the press is being
undermined, because of corrupt, selfish character and evil deeds of other
humans.  For instance whiles Osama Bin Laden was seriously criticized by the
western media, and a price on his head for crimes against humanity, George
Bush was walking freely like a supper hero without any court or the media
questioning him for the humanitarian genocide, war crimes against humanity in
the middle east, about the innocent people who died, those who were wounded,
lost their families and homes. Just because he was the president of America, but
the question is does anybody has the right to abuse or take the life of another,
because of title or position one has? . The media always protect the so called
ruling class instead of protecting the poor from these 'beast' which devour blood
of innocent people. The media is never transparent, free and fair and it aim of
establishment or it existence is undermined. They never criticized the alliance of
the US, France and the UK for crimes against humanity, for the lives of innocent
people who lost their lives in Libya, just because of the hate of one man, many
has to die, they kept quit and the truth being hidden, even North Korea was not
invaded for the possession of weapons of mass destruction, as for that it was
negotiable, about the monarchs in Europe, as for that it was the gift of God. The
ultimate principle is by being free and fair and that brings satisfaction. There is
no God who wants some people to be kings and others to slaves. Whiles
Palestine is criticized of crimes and violence, Israel was encourage by the
western media for the lost of lives of innocent people who lives in Gaza, the war
crimes against humanity, just because of Palestine being an Islamic nation, they
are accused of terrorism, but Israel has the right to deny people of their right to
live, because the name Israel is in the bible or can any one tell the reason behind
such atrocities. Although terrorism was in existence and was evil, for many
innocent people lost their lives because of these so called terrorist, and if this is
evil and needs to be condemned, why then should government organizations
causes crimes against humanity in the name of fighting against terrorist,
moreover there were terrorist every where, does that also means NATO should
lunch attack on the European nations because there might be terrorist there, for
there is an evidence that the source of these war crimes and weapons of mass
destruction are all caused by political and religious atrocities, but the media
always ignore such fact and rather sing praises on western leaders, they does
this to please the so called  ruling class in other to get awards and rewards.
There were so many human right abuses going on, racial discrimination but the



media kept quit so many times, especially if the victim comes from Latin
America, Africa, Asia Arabia and so on. If the media will not sell it trust to
politicians and so called ruling class, and they will be honest to themselves and
all mankind, all sorts of corruption and abuses could have been seized and
freedom achievedThe media, the press was established as an institution to fight
for humanity and human right as well. To serve as a mediator between the
people underground and the so called ruling class, thus between those at top and
those at low, the rich and the poor, and that checking and balancing
government. But this was not the case; the media was discriminatory, barbaric,
partial and selfish. For instance what one could describe as glorious in Africa is
always portrait as mysterious by the press. They always ignored the good things
about Africa, Arabia, Latin America etc, and created a monster out of them,
made them inferior in the eyes of the world, as if they were not part of the world
or the human society. Whiles other mysterious things which happened in the
west were hidden. For instance there were foolish monarchs in Europe who were
spending lavishly on stupid things and billions on issues like toppling of other
leaders in the Middle East, Africa, south Asia and Latin America; they spend on
luxuries, expensive royal weddings and ceremonies and so on. Whiles women
and children were suffering in Africa, Asia and Latin America. But the media kept
quit and were always criticizing Africa, china, Arabia, and Latin Americas of being
undemocratic. Even animals were given media attention than what a fellow man
from other part of the world could do. Because of racism, where one comes from,
the religious group he belongs to, and was seen as minority in the human
society, and was always ignored and abused. They then protect the image of
politicians, religious leaders and so called rich men in the society and ignored
those who really needed their help because they were poor. Instead of being
there for the poor, they took bribes from politicians, for they were selfish and
greedy in gaining and taught about them selves alone, they does that to please
these so called ruling class in other to win awards and rewards at the end, if one
fall as a victim then he deals with that alone, but we all belongs to the human
society, and all these human institutions are there for us all, but not for some
group of people who claims to be the ruling class. Before one could become a
leader, it is the same people who are seen as inferior, who chooses them and
make them who they are. Nobody cares about anybody, the rich becomes richer
and the poor, poorer, the main reason of the press is being undermined, because
of corrupt, selfish character and evil deeds of other humans.  For instance whiles
Osama Bin Laden was seriously criticized by the western media, and a price on
his head for crimes against humanity, George Bush was walking freely like a
supper hero without any court or the media questioning him for the humanitarian
genocide, war crimes against humanity in the middle east, about the innocent
people who died, those who were wounded, lost their families and homes. Just
because he was the president of America, but the question is does anybody has



the right to abuse or take the life of another, because of title or position one has?
. The media always protect the so called ruling class instead of protecting the
poor from these 'beast' which devour blood of innocent people. The media is
never transparent, free and fair and it aim of establishment or it existence is
undermined. They never criticized the alliance of the US, France and the UK for
crimes against humanity, for the lives of innocent people who lost their lives in
Libya, just because of the hate of one man, many has to die, they kept quit and
the truth being hidden, even North Korea was not invaded for the possession of
weapons of mass destruction, as for that it was negotiable, about the monarchs
in Europe, as for that it was the gift of God. The ultimate principle is by being
free and fair and that brings satisfaction. There is no God who wants some
people to be kings and others to slaves. Whiles Palestine is criticized of crimes
and violence, Israel was encourage by the western media for the lost of lives of
innocent people who lives in Gaza, the war crimes against humanity, just
because of Palestine being an Islamic nation, they are accused of terrorism, but
Israel has the right to deny people of their right to live, because the name Israel
is in the bible or can any one tell the reason behind such atrocities. Although
terrorism was in existence and was evil, for many innocent people lost their lives
because of these so called terrorist, and if this is evil and needs to be
condemned, why then should government organizations causes crimes against
humanity in the name of fighting against terrorist, moreover there were terrorist
every where, does that also means NATO should lunch attack on the European
nations because there might be terrorist there, for there is an evidence that the
source of these war crimes and weapons of mass destruction are all caused by
political and religious atrocities, but the media always ignore such fact and rather
sing praises on western leaders, they does this to please the so called  ruling
class in other to get awards and rewards. There were so many human right
abuses going on, racial discrimination but the media kept quit so many times,
especially if the victim comes from Latin America, Africa, Asia Arabia and so on.
If the media will not sell it trust to politicians and so called ruling class, and they
will be honest to themselves and all mankind, all sorts of corruption and abuses
could have been seized and freedom achieved.
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Intellectual  Liberty
 
INTELLECTUAL  LIBERTY  
 
Intellectual freedom is a deep rooted culture since ancient days. That the only
way to fight for our rights without any man loosing his life is through intellectual
liberty, for the sword and guns cannot positively change the world but our
intelligence. Intellectual liberty has been opposed and influenced negatively by
political and religious atrocities.
There are so many evidence of kings and kingdoms which raised and destroyed
books, art, sculptures and so on, in other to create propaganda and manipulate
the human society during their reign.  This shows how intellectual freedom have
been undermined by politicians and religion. For instance when Babylon
conquered the kingdom of  Israel  they destroyed  so many literally works  of
the Hebrews in other to manipulate the world of the time, the same happened,
when Babylon was trawled down by the Persian empire, there were so many
document which were destroyed  and could have been useful to mankind.  The
brain behind this is to manipulate and to have dominion. There are so many
religious groups who do not permit others to read books which do not  back their
religion. By this intellectual liberty is undermined and it limitations, so many
people have been imprisoned, killed, prosecuted and executed just because the
so called powers or rulers of the day will not accept the fact that there must be
intellectual freedom. Especially when it criticizes their wrong deeds or their
religion. There has been many occasion that ones view, right and freedom of
expression has been undermined by religious and political leaders, simply
because one will not accept defeat and will create atrocities and propaganda
because of  power and authority they want to enjoy. But who owns the world, no
one but the world belongs to all mankind, and that every one has the right to
decide his own destiny regardless of  ones  religious and political aims. Because
of lack of intellectual liberty, humanity still finds it difficult in finding out the
exact beginning of this human world and the exact reason of life.  There are so
many lies about the universe and the entire human race. For instance, there is  a
religious lies that the first man and woman on earth was Adam and Eve, who
pave way for the entire human race, but humanity  have not  find out wither they
are blacks, white, brown or what ever. Were they  Indians or Africans, Chinese or
Europeans,  and if  they  were whites, how can a white man produce the race of
black people, Indians  or even  the Chinese. because no matter the situation it
can never happen, and the environment  will never  have influence on the natural
appearance of other races. The Black man is still a Black man, so is an Arabian
always an Arabian no matter where he goes. The real truth is no where to be
found, for so many  era, centuries, years, humanity has been living with such a



lie which has become a mystery to the human world. And this is one of the
greatest lies and propaganda created by religion and it people in other for them
to have dominion over the souls of mankind, for they themselves do not  know
the beginning and the end of this world, they came to meet such perception, of
course they are influence and pushed into such believes by either the society
they were born into or by their parents, and they themselves do not analyze,
think and research to know the truth by themselves, all these are the out come
of  illiteracy, thus lack of education and believes which can be described as
barbaric and  superstitious gotten hold of them, they proclaim a world which do
not exist.
In this modern world, that is the 21st century, Christians  are forbidden even to
books of other religion, like Islam, Buddhism and other social and religious books
which is a sign of  division of mankind and prevents or deny others the right to
education and to information, the human society regulates through information,
and so the right to know what is going on and share your views as well is a must.
Some even believes in religion than education, forgetting that all sources of
intelligence is very important. And without education one can never realize the
reason of his life and the destiny he has. And religion do not change mankind
and his world, but  as more and more intelligence one may acquire changes his
life and the world. And  poverty, crimes, calamities which affect the human world
is  illiteracy but not lack of  religion. Since the existence of religion  there is still
poverty, crimes, violence and other evil deeds on earth but what has happened
to humanity, nothing than the same evil since ancient days, because humanity
lack such education and has ignore that fact and has all his heart following
religious and political lies and atrocities. Hence without intellectual liberty  the
human world stands at risk, our past and the future  will be very  terrible.  For
this reason  intellectual  property, thus human integrity  must be respected  and
taken seriously but not to be ignored by  humanity because of  religion and
politics, what is needed mostly is the power to be free from all sort of evil, and
mankind will be free from time to time, freedom from religious, political
differences, racial, social and economic differences, thus the spirit of loving and
curing for one another, the power to over overcome  all sort of negativity and
evil, and this is freedom and happiness to pursue.  Wither   the world will move
on or not, the only thing that can positively influence the world is intellectual
freedom, that every mans life and views being respected by another. With that
humanity leans from all sort of situations, providing solutions to wrongs and
making it right and living to perfection, this has been the natural idea of life. Not
oppression and affliction, selfishness and greediness which is consuming the
human society. There is the need to preserve some intelligence from generation
to generation which humanity lives upon. There are all a lot of books which have
been destroyed and such books could have thought humanity a great deal of
lesion, they could have been a great source of intelligence to humanity. Some of



this could not survive because of religious and political atrocities. When one
empire want to  have  dominion  and power  they cause crimes against humanity
but do not use a free and fair means in getting what they want, so has religious
lies and manipulation from time to time has lost humanity in finding  the real
reason of life. For instance Christians in the 21st century were saying the bible is
the oldest book in the world and their religion being the only way to life and that
once life is seen as useless for not being a Christian, forgetting everyone has the
right to decide his own destiny, human civilization started even long before the
introduction of the bible, even before the Jewish state in the bible called Israel.
Where are the books written in the Egyptian civilization, neo Assyrian, Persian
and so on. They might contain a great  source of  intelligence as well and its right
of mankind to no what happened, but  because of  religious and political
atrocities, majority of it being destroyed and others hidden from mankind  for
selfish  reason. There is the need to read and search for the truth, and only the
truth will positively change the world, ignorant and illiteracy become the problem
of the day, religion invading the minds of humanity. Why religion but not
education, if all men in the world will understand the need to educate ones self.
Then the world could have been a better place to live from generation to
generation. In the modern day, if one do not quote from the bible when making a
reference then he might have come from the evil world, all other source of
intelligence were seen as not important, all was because of one religion claiming
to be more powerful than other., so was the same situation going on in the Arab
world, when the Qur'an is cherished than all other books, people were abuse in
the name of Islam. This two major religion were fighting among them self each
of them saying they are the way to God. But the way to God is divine
intelligence, thus learning the good from the bad and the right from wrong, all
source of wisdom and knowledge is very important. The writer is not  trying to
condemn the fact that these religious  books has helped humanity but what  he
means is that there has been other philosophies, ideologies, books which may be
useful to mankind, and humanity should  not  ignore all  source of  intelligence.
And all source of information. Search the truth and it shall set you free from all
forms of bondage, feel the power to be free. For no matter what religious and
political lies, those so called leaders create from generation to generation, the
only thing that can change and influence the world positively is intellectual
freedom, and that is to peruse the truth. So not being afraid to unravel the truth,
humanity will live to perfection, freedom and happiness. Then what is the reason
of life, to live believing in religious superstition or live killing and destroying other
people just because of who one will like to be, what sense will it make. But if we
as humans will live on the bases of living positively  and achieving perfection as
human culture, although perfection has no end and no condition being
permanent, mind you the errors that we commit and negativism that happens
brings about pain and sorrow, poverty, suffering and so on, but reducing errors



and living perfection is the seed we saw for reaping freedom and happiness,
upon what we labor, the riches we heap, the title placed on us, we need to be
couscous in all our endeavors. To learn from all source intelligence and not being
afraid of political atrocities and religious lies and superstitions which do not exist
but a mere illusion. To search and discover what has happened before, tells us
what to do today, and what will happen in the future, although no one knows
tomorrow, but we think, envision and this is life to live. This intellectual freedom
must be known to every one, it is very important  and we should not be ignorant,
it is natural that each and everyone must live according to his own understanding
but not under the pressure and commands of another man, so far as he has done
nothing evil or wrong against anyone. The whole idea is to free mankind beyond
imagination, thus the reformation of the human race, this approach is to unite
mankind against his common enemy, which is refraining from doing evil, to live
upright, facing reality and acting positively, finding possible solutions to their
worries rather than relying on superstition in view of seeking God. When small
group of people became lavishly rich, and has a lot to enjoy and throw the rest to
their dogs, whiles the majority of the human race are forced into slavery, labor,
poverty and mysterious life, this so called rich then intends to control the minds
and life of other innocent souls because of poverty, mean while they are mentally
and psychologically deceived by political and religious atrocities, that there is a
God who controls the destiny of mankind, we will die and go to him somewhere
in the skies, so in everything give thanks to God, even though people where
dying, all these lies and atrocities were made in the name of God, instead  of
equal right and justice, free and fairness, transparency and so on, which shows
that God manifest through us and that our deeds declares the ways of God or the
devil, for we are cursed and bless by our own deeds. They said they have
solution to human problems, but even for this long time that religion has been in-
existence, it has not been able to provide solution to humankind, there is still
poverty. The only solution to stop poverty is the spirit of reaching out to one
another, the rich sharing what he has with the needy, this is wealth circulation,
thus giving out to the needy so that he might also be feed, a divine idea which
bridge the gap between the rich and the poor, thus to put a stop to poverty. The
human race need a change and only mankind can create a better destiny for
themselves, we do that by changing our attitudes towards  situations, for we are
what we think, say and do.
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The   Unknown   Code   Of    Freedom	  (Letter1)
 
Freedom means differently to different people. To the good and the bad man, to
the bad man freedom is the momentum to do what he likes, so do not care about
who's right is abuse or who get  hurt. But to the good man, freedom means
nothing if his neighbor is not free. And that being free do not means one should
suffer or ones right should be taken from him. The only thing we can do for
ourselves is to settle our difference and learn from each other, for everything
which happens is a great lesson to humanity. I can't force someone to like me
neither can another force any one to like him, but one must be willing to accept
another with love. It must be according to ones conscience, you came to this
world alone so will you go alone and so do I, you have no right  to do anything
against my will. If you do not think of
enslaving me, then there will not be a slave on this earth, for there is no God
who wants other people to be kings and others slaves. But your love for me and
my love for you, respect me and I will respect you. For if a man pays another
with evil for love then that man is truly the devil. We are cursed and blessed by
our own deeds. The opportunity of thinking negatively could have been used to
think positively, so there is the need to have positive attitude towards situations
around us. Why should one imagine vain things, goodness over evil, it is sweat
and powerful. Free your mind and free others, why wont one love freedom, free
your soul from the devil. Yes negative situations happens but positivism   reigns,
it is the ultimate power, for   we are what we think, say and do. The basic idea is
to free humanity from all sort of evil, politically, spiritually, socially, economically,
religiously etc, total freedom from poverty, from stress, freedom psychologically,
emotionally from all sort of doctrine but the right to live ones destiny, and the
freedom to decide for ones self. Not for the sake of titles, riches or for anything
will take away or must take away another mans freedom and rights to live a free
man. Freedom is a secrete treasure one must take the opportunities in life to
attain, freedom is the ultimate power and it takes deep rooted intellectual culture
in other to attain freedom, it brings satisfaction, and that is the result to peace,
love and prosperity.
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Realism
 
Opinions are like noses
Everybody has one
Like freedom; we all want to have fun
You don't want to die
But bought yourself a gun
In the kingdom of life
Everyone is entitled to a wife
You have love for God
But hates a brother
You can respect the air
And mock your neighbor
But do remember
That rewards comes not from prayer
But what you labor
Our fantasies comes into reality
Unless there is possibility
For without opportunity
The potential is a mystery
And what is the use of the opportunity
Without the potentiality
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The Autocrat
 
Who has the biggest bite
Who has the biggest bite manipulates
He has the power
So he can perpetuate
He has done nothing great
But it is him they congratulates
For the life of the poor
Everyone hates
If you have a bite
Then you are safe
For who has a bite; stands tall
But if you don't have
A bite at all
Then you will fall
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The World Of The Living
 
How will life treat me
In the world of the living
I heard life there is full of
Mystery, poverty and agony
For the children of men
Are clothed with vanity
 
One digs a hole for another to fall
And wake up the next day
And give thanks to god above
For they believe in destruction
So do not have love
 
But if perfection will take me to hell
Then i wish you farewell
For what is life without perfection
And what is love without affection
Errors do not punishes
But teaches a lesson
 
To the butterfly the sweetest thing in life
Is the anther  of a flower
I am an enemy to failure
For success is a lover
I cant give up this life
So i will live like never
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Founding Fathers
 
You have done quite
An excellent job
The day of rewarding will come
When all the records will be played
To the future generation
For fulfilling your pledge
To the people of this generation
You gave us inspiration
In you did we get our motivation
We come together as a nation
Even though we were just a people
We went astray
But look at us today
A lost people without a leader
But you brought us together
And gave us hope for the future
The source of every smoke
Is the fire
And a pleasant smell
From a flower
You liberated us and made us stronger
God bless you; our founding fathers
Even though your foes
Undermine the fact that
You are a symbol of change
You are our new destiny
We will still live your legacy
You are a man of integrity
We now have a dream
We have a theme
No matter what they say
We can now see the way
Like martin Luther king
Racism do not mean a thing
You fought for that which is right
So we can now see the light
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Isle Of Love Ii
 
like a mother bee
which produces sweet honey
beautiful flowers posses
the sweetest nectar
if your love is a commodity
then i am neither
the buyer nor the seller
for love is precious than silver
you make me comfortable
Others made me inferior
But you made me capable
Sometimes it sad
I ignored you
It makes me feel bad
Why did i act a fool
For your love is true
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Love For Poetry
 
I love poetry
For it mirrors society
It heals the ills of society
 
I love poetry
For it a remarkable prodigy
It unleashes the world of creativity
 
It is a spell
I have been reciting them since birth
For they are a form of myth
 
To me it a religion
For they are spiritual
They are satirical
 
I love poetry, but what for
Comparing my strength
With that of a lion is a metaphor
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A Friend Called Success
 
Success is a friend to
Those who persevere
He is free and very fair
He speaks but they don't hear 
So failure puts them to fear
They can't find success
But he lives near
The street of determination
Seek him in your imagination
And you will find him in your vision
You can't achieve success with force
But perseverance and endurance
For he keep changing his location
Through innovation
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To Err Is Human
 
To err is human
Come back my woman
Come and save me from this cage
Yea from this bondage
For they say the world is a stage
And everyone has his part to play
Something to say
So come and play your part dear
For part of the stage is bare
Now i stand here
Feeling the emptiness within me
The mistress is gone
And the house is empty
Am still lonely
I have searched around to see
But i couldn't find any
To fill in your room
Now i know the difference
Between the fish and the mushroom
Come back to me darling
For it your picture
Am still staring
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Godly Heritage
 
I have a godly heritage
Living in gods likeness
Like the stars in the sky
Shinning in their greatness
Am living in my prime
My glory in it highness
 
 
I was born with nothing
Ended up having everything
For it is not where you come from
But where you are going
It is not what you have done
But what you are doing
 
 
Many are called
But the chosen are few
The time is now
My time is dew
He has changed me
I am made new
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A Prayer Of The Afflicted
 
Hear my prayer oh lord
For life's too expensive
That i can't afford
I created prosperity
But i did not have any
I showed them love
But they hated me cruelly
I loved freedom
But i was not free
I had eyes
But i couldn't see
Remember my oppression
Remember my affliction
Control my heart
And help me tread a good path
Remember me oh God
Be my guide
Don't put me to shame
But make me a good name
And a great fame
So that at the end
My life will be a legend
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Isle Of Love I
 
As the lion searches for its prey,
so have i longed for you.
So sorry my anger drove you away
with you behind me
I was more comfortable.
Why did i act a fool,
you're adorable.
I betrayed you,
I was carried away.
Like a feather
I was discouraged
by the bad weather
We were a good pair
but i did not treat you fair
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I Was Here Too
 
The day sweeps away
For the nights to come
The clouds gathers
For the rain to fall
Being here is by natures call
Thou have come
Because it your time
So stand tall
The earth get shaken
Rules get broken
Forget your foes
And stand on your toes
For i was here too
And am still here with you
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I Am Your World
 
I am your world
I am an ideology
I am a destiny
I am the country
You wish to come from
The kingdom you dream of
The system
You wish to feel
I am the father
You want to have
The life
You want to live
The love you share
I am the person
You want to see
I am your world
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An Heavenly Country
 
An heavenly country
Thou art holy
A land of milk and honey
A land of justice and equity
A place where everyone
Is free and happy
A vineyard full of
Faithfulness and sincerity
Love for the poor and the needy
Oh thou art worthy
Thou art heavenly
A land of opportunities
Where everyone can live his destiny
Where there is no
Discrimination and partiality
Full of transparency
Oh thou art holy
Thou art the father
Of the fatherless
The hope for the hopeless
Protector of  realm
The shepherd of lamb
Thou art heavenly
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In God We Trust
 
In God we trust
So we will not be afraid of the past
Even if our glory
Is thrown into the dust
 
 
We will not be moved
We will still fight
For freedom but of right
For we believe we will see the light
 
 
As the sun keep shinning
The rain wont stop falling
We are on our way coming
We cant stop flying
 
 
For God is our shield
On this battle field
Even though it had
We will still yield
 
 
The truth is our portion
So we will conquer
In god we trust
And that is forever
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Birthday Wishes
 
Happy birthday
I wish you a happy birthday
May you live to be
Seven hundred and seventy
May you never see poverty
May you live to enjoy prosperity
May you live to see
Your heart desire
May your establishment exist forever
Like an ever burning fire
May you live peaceful
And your life will be beautiful
Like a heavenly flower
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How Thoughtful Are Thee
 
How thoughtful
How thoughtful are thee
Don't you have any feeling within thee
 
You asked me water
And i gave thee wine
You asked me bread
And i invited thee to dine
You were in the darkness
And i cause thy path to shine
 
How thoughtful are thee
For i can only love thee
I cannot abuse thee
People say you are nobody
But to me
Everyone is somebody
 
For it is better to love
Than to hate
For love is my faith
To have you in my bosom
I cannot wait
How thoughtful
How thoughtful are thee
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Beauty
 
Beauty, beauty
I love beauty
For beauty is cleanliness
And cleanliness is godliness
Beauty is healthiness
It is satisfaction
So take action
Love beauty
For this is reality
Beauty is the light
Brightening your corner
She is superior
Beauty is forever
She looks too good
Tasty like a good food
There goes beauty
Every one want beauty
Beauty here, beauty there
Beauty, beauty every where
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Once I Thought, Twice I Understood
 
Once i thought
Twice i understood
That my skin
Will not do anything for me
Unless i do something for myself
That my age
Will not do anything for me
Unless i do something for myself
 
 
Once i thought
Twice i understood
That the errors of mankind
Is his fall
So man needs to stand tall
To live upright
And do what is right
 
 
Once i thought
Twice i understood
The past is a lesson for the future
So perfection forever
That success achieved with violence
Is a failure
Why not positivity
But negativity
Always have love for your foes
For a man cannot lick his toes
 
 
Once i thought
Twice i understood
The old does wrong
So is the young
The weak will die
So is the strong
There is the need
To love another



To be each others keeper
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Life Is Like A Puzzle
 
Life is like a puzzle
The cannon cannot move
Without it paddle
Create this words
and that is what to say
Create this path
And that is the way
Being truthful is righteousness
And that leads
To freedom and happiness
And wickedness brings violence
For one thing leads to another
The sunny weather
Brings about the rainy weather
The failure of man
Is his down fall
If you throw a ball
Towards a wall
It bounces back to you
You shall surely reap
What you sow
If you do not
Think of enslaving me
There wont be a slave
For bad imagination
Is negative perception
And positivity is perfection
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What Do You Mean By Gods Doing
 
What do you
Mean by gods doing
Earth quakes destroys humanity
Like the bad man
Will not have pity
For his heart follow vanity
As humanity is driven away
By the sea
We become discourage
About the bad things we see
Is that gods doing
What do you
Mean by gods doing
Life is simple
Refrain from evil
Why should the badman enjoy
For the good man to suffer
Why should one be weak
For another to be stronger
Why should one reign
For another to fall
One is rich
But the other is poor
One is born
Whiles another dies
Should one become happy
Whiles another cries
Is there any god
Who wishes others to steal and kill
Why wont he be pity
May be he does not have sympathy
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A Slave Country
 
A people without self identify
Do not have a common destiny
For they don't know their history
And their potion is vanity
They have limitations
In their thinking and actions
Their life is full of
Poverty and illiteracy
Blessed with fertile lands, riches and gold
Yet the bosom of poverty they abode
Greediness and selfishness they uphold
And so their own sons and daughters they sold
They don't know their right
So do not know the cause to fight
Worships a god in another's image
Upon whom houses they pay homage
Deceived to forget their own linage
Because their self reflection paints them
A picture of discourage
Even though they are into
Oppression and affliction
They see nothing wrong
For hell they belong
Swimming in a river of misconception
They are brain washed by religious illusion
And scientific fiction
Embracing a foreign culture
But their father's tradition thrown for the vulture.
They look  in the mirror 
and they see nothing  superior
Scared of their own shadow
Another man's life they suffer to borrow
they don't have respect
For their own kind
They search all their life
And there is nothing to find
Relying on others for feed
For they can not satisfy their own need
They work in pain



And there's nothing to gain
They have no place on earth
Yet they think
They will die and go to heaven
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The World Is A Platform
 
The world is a platform
And the people the audience
Waiting for you to perform
You are a star
Your inspiration their reform
 
 
Hope you could do your best
Stand up and be counted
Be the first
There are difficulties
But forget the worst
The world is your guest
So go higher
Yeah higher than mount Everest
 
 
For if you perform right
You steal the spot light
And you don't just win
The people but their heart
 
 
The audience cheers you up
Like you are the king
And all the women
Dieing to be your queen
Money is not the thing
You started lately
But you are doing greatly
Forget about the rest
And do your best
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The Golden Future
 
The golden future
The golden future shall come
A place where there is no harm
There life is cool and calm
A peaceful garden
Yea like that of Eden
Where there is no pain
For there is more grain
It merry making
For there is more wine
The table is served
And it time to dine
It a new day
A fruitful season
This is the golden future
The past is a lesson
I will dwell in peace
For my enemies at ease
Happiness is the pillow
I lay my head on
And freedom the treasure
I live upon
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The Fortune Teller
 
The fortune teller
I am the fortune teller
I came to talk
Of you the future
So pay attention
And listen
Else you wont understand
The voice of the air
When is blows
For the fisherman understands
The waves of the sea when it flows
We make life
We don't take life
Walking the truthful way
Is an everlasting treasure
That which is forever
But walking the wrong way
Leads you to a lake of fire
Life is beautiful
So be hopeful
Make sure you are
Not deceived by vanity
For this is your destiny
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I Had A Nightmare
 
I had a nightmare
And in my nightmare
I was brought to
A land of pain and sorrow
A place of mystery and horror
And suddenly i was
Consumed with fear
I had ears
But i could not hear
I couldn't breathe
Because there was no air
I saw the terror of life
Trying to be my wife
Life here is not fair
And i heard somebody
Knocking on door
Saying who is there
So i waked up and realized
It was a nightmare
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The Act Of Nature
 
It wonderful
How nature works
The corresponding relationship
Between all creature
One thing happening
Is the outcome of another
Ones ending
Is the beginning of another
That is the act of nature
Like food chain
Each depends on another
Everything has a season
And for a reason
Evil deeds ends hell
But good deeds ends well
For perfection is the spell
Those who tread
This path will excell
The bosom of happiness
Will they dwell
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Heaken To My Council
 
I have said it once
Now will i say it twice
Not anymore
Not trice
For she wont listen
To my advice
 
She lives all her life
Bowing to images
And worshiping all the vanities
 
Thinking she is blessed
And will go to heaven
Now she perishes like a chicken
And she is soon forgotten
 
I will live a free man
Than to live a slave
For the beauty of the sea
Is it wave
 
The beauty of man
Is to live a free man
A good seed
Bears a good fruits
And a good water
Runs in a good fluids
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Fools Haven Ii
 
Fools haven
This is fools haven
All they do is to fool
When their belly is full
Be careful you fool
 
For nobody knows tomorrow
Learn the steps
Of the wise and follow
 
The life of the fool
Is like a that of a drunkard
He is happy in the morning
But in the evening a disgrace
For he ignores wisdom
And foolishness does he embrace
 
Like food
When it passes through the throat
It is of no use
But the life the wise
Is like a hidden treasure
Which is a mystery to fools
But it legend known to kings
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The King Of Glory
 
Here comes the king of glory
Hail him
For he is the king of glory
 
His life a higher flame
What belongs to him
Does he claim
In his name
Do evil tame
 
He has no limitations
Beyond your expectation
He walks in the clouds
In him do the heathen
Get inspiration
 
Watch the birds swing
Hear the birds sing
Here comes the king of glory
Hail him
For he is the king of glory
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A Word To The Future Ii
 
The glory of a king
Is his wealth, power and authority
The shame of the poor
Is his poverty
 
The riches of the rich
Makes him a master
So is the love
Of a good woman
Makes her a good mother
 
What gives the servant
His or her freedom
Is his wisdom
 
Life is like a mirror
It shows the reflection
Of our action
So take caution
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The Black Box
 
The black box
We found on the sea
What will this be
 
There it is sited
At the door corner
Neither the fire
 
Nor the water
Could be it destroyer
Shinny like the star
 
I wish we can unlock
To see inner
For what it contains
Everybody wonder
 
Is it a curse
Or a treasure
That we wish
To find out sooner
Or later
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A  Word To The Future I
 
The fantasies of a fool
Are his nightmares
But the dream
Of the wise is reality
Age is nothing
But experience is the key
In the story of life
One is born to be
To unravel life's mystery
So borne the hatred
And the jealousy
Saw the seed of life
To reap eternity
Don't give up the struggle
For this is your destiny
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Love Lyrics
 
Shine on me
Like the morning sun
Love me like
How God loves his son
From this moment
Love has just began
 
 
I said i will not
Fall in love again
For love broke
My heart into pieces
Then came you
To heal me with your kisses
 
 
Like the sweet air
Of which am feeling here
So is the love we share
 
Some say love is blind
But you are my wonderful kind
For you are always
On my mind
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Fortune
 
Fortune, i have found you
I have found you at last
The finest gold
In the dust
The future
To change the past
 
A fountain
Higher than the peak
Of the highest mountain
 
The heart of the wise
Sweet like paradise
Blessing in his eyes
In his house
Do the mighty seek advice
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It Shall Be Well
 
It shall be well
It shall be well
Is my favorite song
For i have been here
For too long
But what else can i say
Than to be strong
 
Working tirelessly
Without a penny
Laboring in pain
And all the effort
Gone down the drain
The city is washed away
By the heavy rain
Our struggle in vain
 
But what else can i say
Than to be strong
It shall be well
Is my favorite song
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Sunshine
 
The shield shall be splinted
The sword shall be broken
But the love i have for you
Will never be broken
Neither will love be forsaken
 
Like an everlasting convinant
Which binds us together
So shall we be forever
Oh sweet coconut water
You are my heart desire
 
The first time i meet you
I knew you were mine
Since you come into my life
Everything has been fine
You are my sunshine
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My Life Is Enough
 
Life is enough
My life is enough
I dont have to be
A politician
Neither do i have
To be a musician
Nor a magician
Before i can survive
But being me is enough
My life is enough
I dont have to get
All the riches
In the world
Nor all the women
In the world
Before i can survive
Life is enough
My life is enough
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Life Is A Struggle
 
Life is a struggle
But not a battle
Live for a reason
Not for the competition
Like a journey
To reach a destination
 
Life is a struggle
For both young and old
So be bold
 
Life is not
To be bought and sold
It is precious than gold
 
Better a good life
So we strive
To survive
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Best Wishes
 
May you live forever
Live free and happy
Be successful
And your glass never empty
 
May your house
Be filled with light
And no war to fight
Only if you do things right
 
May you find favor
In his sight
And your corner
Will be bright
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I Cant Tell Of Myself
 
I cant tell of myself
Only you can tell me
Wither am good or bad 
For am not bragging of self
Neither am i having
A foolish pride within me
Only you can tell me
The sweet things
We did together
Hope you could remember
Flying on the wings of the birds
We flew higher
Proved to you that
Blood is thicker than water
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These Words Are Mine
 
These words are mine
They are well refined
Sweeter than wine
Take these and
You will be fine
They are purified
Purer than water
They are valuable
Valuable than silver
Very precious
They are forever
These words are mine
Hope you accept them
And you will shine
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The Conqueror
 
I will conquer
For i am a conqueror
The enemy tried me
They became one against me
But my world was bigger and stronger
So i conquered my fears
I wiped away my tears
Oh you enemies of progress
When will you stop
Turning my glory into shame
You sort to destroy my name
But i have no one to blame
For no weapon against me shall prosper
Surly i will be the one to conquer
I will conquer
For i am a conqueror
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Togetherness
 
I saw two birds flying
They were a black and white dove
Talking about friendship and love
How they are attracted
To each other
Not a slave and a master
But how to be forever
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Evil Seed
 
How can a tree be planted on a rock
The eagle and the lion cannot flock
Neither can the chicken produce a hawk
He forced me to feel bitter
Even though life is sweeter
You skillful lair
Yes indeed, take heed
For at the end
Your caucus will the beast feed
For you have sawed an evil seed
And god will reward you
According to your deeds
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In The House Of God
 
I was punished for telling the truth
I was mocked for the sake of the truth
And i become mad and wild like the wolf
But not being patient destroys everything
So long as i live i will sing
I will position myself in the lord
And strengthen myself in god
For he is my guide
He is my protection
And my salvation
When i was rejected by my mother
He was there for me
When i was ignored by my father
He was there for me
Oh wonderful and merciful
You are my redeemer
I will be in your house for ever
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The Dark Days
 
Life these day is hard
Since being a good man
Means your are mad
The heart of men followeth vanity
Oh how sad
The good man turn bad
I have search all my life
To understand life
That which is great to attain
Since the good man
Even suffers in pain
And there is nothing to gain
How come everyone has forgotten
As the truth in there
Is getting rotten
Like unpreserved dead body
Persuaded to feel sorry
Since the truth makes one an enemy
I have been seduced to my confusion
For doing good is an abomination
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The Spirit Of God
 
Life is simple
So refrain from evil
Life is both good and bad
Choose the good side
 
 
Life is right and wrong
Do what is right
Life offers wisdom and foolishness
So be wise
 
 
It is full of poverty and riches
But it is better to be rich
Than to be poor
 
 
Life offer us happiness and sadness
Choose happiness
It is sore evil to like destruction
But a blessing to be a savior
 
 
Life is both positive and negative
So be positive
It is better to be strong
Than to be weak
Bad at the button
But better at the peak
 
 
 
Life is sweet and bitter
Taste it sweetness
All these shows heaven and hell
God and the devil
So choose God
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Life Is Bitter
 
Life is bitter
Very very bitter
It waves are stronger
Turning my life upside down
Now I can't carry my crown
I can't smile than frown
I can't go high
Nor touch the sky
For I can't fly
My glory taken from me
Like the fish taken from the sea
Sadness becomes my recipe
If a flower dries
It looses it beauty
I am still locked up
And cannot find the key
My heart is broken
And I need to make it whole
So I said to my soul
If I had the wings of a dove
Then I will fly away
Till there is a better day
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The  End
 
The tree is falling
It leafs are falling
It seems it all over
Like never
All hope is gone
The cloths are tone
The house
Burned into ashes
The food turned garbage
There is no more courage
For the prophet has no message
Everything on rampage
Surly everything shall come to an past
Nothing will last
The kingdom is invaded
And the king beheaded
One may wonder
That upon all the power
Yes, sooner or later
No matter how you pretend
Everything shall come to an end
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Quotations
 
I am not my skin nor what i wear
what i hear don't put me to fear
 
11th January 2008
 
 
heaven belongs to the righteous in heart
not a religious group one belongs to
 
23rd September 2005
 
 
The truth must bare a proof
Or else we have nothing to prove as the truth
 
20th march 2011
 
A powerful man
Is the one who can come out of his worries
Providing solutions to his problems
Thus overcoming evil
 
11th January 2006
 
Why I love fighting against
Oppression and affliction
Because it evil and I don't won't to be ruled
by the devil
Let the truth take control
 
25th august 2007
 
 
 
 
The law is not just a law to be enforced on people
But it should make since to the ordinary man
And he will be willing to follow
 



23rd august 2007
 
Man cannot live without rules and principles
Or else he will go astray
 
7th may 2007
 
The way to heaven is righteousness
Not according to ones religious believes
 
23rd September 2005
 
 
 
 
 
I don't believe in religion
Because it does not bring the human race together
It brings conflict and division of mankind
 
11th January 2008
 
 
Man is powerful by nature
But power can be good and evil
 
7th September 2008
 
 
 
 
To the wicked man power is authority over others
But to the good man
Power is the ability to perform a reasonable task
 
8th September 2008
 
Democracy as defined by Lincoln is right
But democracy as a human behavior
Does not means only governance
But as a moral concept
Thus refraining from all sort of evil



Politically, socially, economically.
 
21st November 2008
 
 
 
 
Man labors for his own consumption
Regardless of the capital invested
 
11 January 2004
 
 
If people of the same race
Can abuse each other
Then what is the sense in being a racist
 
10th November 2007
 
Love everyone who loves you
For why should one love his enemies?
And hate his love ones
 
6th December 2008
 
 
Reason before you act
For that is the only way to
Prove yourself wealthy to live
 
20th February 2009
 
 
 
Who has the heart and courage
Wins at the end
 
21st October 2007
 
 
I depend on what nature offers me
But not on what men will do for me



 
1st November 2008
 
 
 
 
Respect for human integrity and dignity
Is very important
 
12th march 2010
 
 
Equal right and justice
Is the way to freedom and peace
 
8th June 2006
 
Women give birth
And mothers love and care for them
 
11th January 2005
 
 
 
 
 
 
Although I cannot change my skin
But I can change my world
 
15 February 2007
 
Success achieved with violence
Is a failure
 
29th may 2009
 
 
Love is powerful than charm
For charm is deceitful
 
30th may 2009



 
 
 
 
Descending between good and evil
Is choosing between life and death
 
12th July 2010
 
 
 
Heaven is neither for black nor white
But for righteous people
 
18th April 2009
 
 
We gain respect in laboring a good life
But not by commands
 
28th June 2009
 
 
 
When fools are in power
The city suffers in pain and agony
But when the wise get power
The city rejoices
 
20th December 2010
 
 
The blessing of God is divine wisdom
This is the way to eternity
 
15th December 2010
 
 
There is no God who will change situations
But our attitude towards each other
 
14th may 2011



 
 
Without me the world will surly go on
But with me comes a different world
 
23rd November 2010
 
 
When the righteous is found in the net
Of the wicked and foolish one
They become his reproach.
 
12th august 2008
 
The God I know is the manifestation
Of good principles around us
Thus descending between good and evil
 
11th October 200l
 
 
Freedom and happiness is not achieved
Through strength and riches
But equality and justice is key to peace
 
6th march 2008
 
 
Sorry for yesterday
I can be a better man tomorrow
 
16th April 2011
 
 
I can't force you to like me
Taste the truth yourself
And know it yourself
 
5th august 2004
 
 
 



Although I find it difficult to achieve my dreams
And my way seems slippery
But I am hopeful for the future
For the future belongs to who has hope to see it
 
14th September 2006
 
 
It is neither about my looks nor what I have
But by the spirit which moves me
 
19th June 2009
 
 
 
 
 
 
If a man has no glory because of materialism
Then how can a man prove
Himself wealthy to live
 
10th February 2011
 
 
If music is a world
Then a am a musicians
For music is my life
And my life is music
 
20th July 2008
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We learn, we understand
And it becomes our believe
Why then should we believe in
What we don't understand?



13th October 2009
 
 
 
Who named the sun, the moon and the stars?
Who called the sea, sea and the trees, trees?
Who made the bible, Qur'an, the church and the mosque?
God lives in men not in the skies
 
7th June 2007
 
 
 
 
 
I don't want to be confused with
Bravely and disrespect
For bravely is intelligence
And disrespect means foolishness
 
17th august 2005
 
 
 
Being independent means freedom
Financially, spiritually, mentally and psychologically
 
10th may 2010
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is no limitation in perfection
All sort of intelligence is important
 
11th January 2008
 
Every man must have a good faith
For we walk with faith
 



4th January 2011
 
 
Children are gift from God
You can choose to accept them
Or refuse them
But don't accept them
Whiles you don't cherish them
 
8th September 2011
 
 
Freedom is a state of mind
once skin or country cannot
determine his freedom
 
17 July 2014
 
 
i know, you know what is going
through my mind
but that do not stop me from
doing what is right
 
17 July 2014
 
nature creates the circumstances
and we decide as men
 
18 July 2014
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New Day
 
It a brand new day
What a happy day
It a brand new moment
Make it a happy day
Forget about the bad time
And remember the good time
Great change in my life
The things i use to do
I do them no more
The wrong i use to do
I do them no more
It a great change in my life
The wrong made right
The corner turns bright
For there was light
There came the rain
To wash away the pain
The old life is gone
No not again
It a brand new day
What a happy day
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In This Dispensation
 
In this dispensation
My message to the future generation
In this dispensation
Life is full of lies and atrocities
Neither the sword nor the gun
Can save you under the sun
Don't be deceived by appearance
Don't be deceived by materials
Knowing the difference between
Good and evil is the key
That which unlocks
The doors of eternity
In this dispensation
Life is full of illusion
It is full of superstition
Know that not all glitters are gold
The truth is difficult to say
But be bold
Life is full of oppression
But only the truth brings satisfaction
So learn the truth
In this dispensation
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I Am Blessed
 
He has bless me
My God has bless me
Not with women nor money
But he has given me glory
He has given me wisdom
To attain freedom
That nations might know me
Kings and queens hear of me
He picked me from the dust
And placed me higher
That i might live forever
Even though i was born
In the lower places
My name in the higher places
They hear of me in their palaces
Even though i was born in poverty
He did not forget me
But has remembered me
He has bless me
My God has bless me
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Indoctrination
 
Why all this confusion
This lies is destroying the nation
I call this indoctrination
How can a tree be planted on a rock
The eagle and lion cannot flock
Neither can the chicken and the hawk
He pretends life is sweeter
And forces me to fell it sweetness
Even though it feels bitter
You skillful trickster
Yes indeed, take heed
For at the end
Your caucus will the beast feed
You have saw an evil seed
And God will reward you
According to your deeds
You evil creator
Your are a false pretender
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Oh Me, Oh Me
 
Oh me, oh me
I will be, i will be
I will live my destiny
As it is given me
That which is written of me
Oh me, oh me
I will be, i will be
That i will not perish
But flourish
The life i have
Will i cherish
Oh me, oh me
I will be, i will be
I will not be a mystery
But i will be history
For you will remember me
Oh me, oh me
I will be, i will be
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The Ultimate Power
 
Love is the ultimate power
Even though i am superior
I will not make you inferior
Neither will i not
Take of you an advantage
Even though i am
Of an older age
But to give you courage
According to your wish
Lease i perish
But love must be establish
That it will be your wiliness
I will not use your kindness
To be your weakness
Why will i make you cry
I will pardon your life
Than to see you die
I will take you high
As grapes are for wine
So are you mine
Come with me
And everything will be fine
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Waiting For Love
 
As the heart panteth
After the water brooks
And as the fish
Is always caught by the hook
So my soul panteth after thee
My soul thirsteth for thee
Thou art my love
My true love
When shall i come
And appear before my love
My tears has been my meat
For i cant stand the heat
Whiles they continue to say unto me
Where is your love
When i remember all these things
I pour out my soul in me
For love flew with me
Like a white dove
Why art thou cast down
Oh my soul
Why art thou disquieted in me
Oh my soul
Hope, do not have fear
Wait patiently for her
For she will appear
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The Good Heart
 
Only nature is my witness
That i am the greatest
The son of God
And the father of the fatherless
Cloth with apparel of faithfulness
Washed in the blood of love and kindness
Only heaven and earth bares me a witness
Let mankind deny me
But that do not change me
Ye men of vain imagination
Who do not like good direction
Why wont you perish in your illusion
You have harden your heart
And will not listen to my instruction
Why do you have the heart of fools
Who should be instruct with whips
Oh ye lairs with flattering lips
Your evil deeds will end soon
And ye shall be no more
Like never before
Surely the material wealth you trust
Will not last
But you will all be in the dust
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Words Of Love
 
Sea never dries
The truth never dies
As it has been
Let it be
For it was meant to be
 
 
My love for you is forever
Birds of the same feathers
Flock together
So shall we share
The same love together
 
 
For what God has patten together
Let  no man put asunder
Truly beauty lies
On the eyes of the beholder
 
 
 
From the very moment
I saw you
I knew it was you
And truly, it is you
 
 
 
When i look in your eyes
You are full of passion
You are loving and curing
Full of passion
What i have for you
Is love and affection
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In My Uniqueness
 
i am so special
i am so special
i am a winner
not a loser
a conqueror, born to conquer
from zero, to a hero
from nothing, to something
nobody, to somebody
from grass, to grace
came out of darkness
to show my ways
my God created me special
i am so special
heavenly king, i will reign
power over sorrow
and of pain
good in name
and of fame
good in spirit
and in mind
one of it kind
you will never, ever find
i am so special
so so special
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City Of Sin
 
A City of sin
When will thou go clean
A foolish society
In an archaic city
Full of vanity
A city without conscience
Full of violence
Greediness and selfishness
Why should there be a city
Without justice and fairness
The rich over the poor
Blood do they devour
Life becomes sore
Her daughters are whore
How can there exist
Such a city
If  goodness is banish
Then we are all finish
Why  won't they perish
In this city they cherish
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Mama Africa
 
What have you done
To yourself mama
What have you done
To yourself Africa
You don't know who you are
Your superiority
Turn into inferiority
For you are into mental slavery
Because of poverty and illiteracy
What have you
Done to yourself
You have bewitched yourself
You have turn into a beast
So you eat your sons
And daughters for feast
You don't know
What is right
So do not know
The cause to fight
What have done
To yourselfmama
What have you done
To yourself Africa
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Reason Be For You Act
 
Reason be for you act
In every thing you must reason
Does it make sense
When you abuse your neighbor
Reason for if you say
You are a fisher
Then go to the deep sea
And catch big fishes
Rather than swimming around
And catching fingerlings
For there is no profit                                              In that dealings
Reason for that is
The only way to prove
Yourself wealthy to live
Reason for if you plant a good seed
You will reap a good fruit
Reason for what you do today
Leads you to tomorrow
If you invest your life wisely
You will reap bountifully
Reason for there is difference
Between goodness and evil
So in everything you do reason
Even in decision making
How bad it is to kill
And how good it is to heal
Doesn't it make sense
When you love your neighbor
As thy self
Reason for even in that comes
Forever peace and freedom
For where there is love
There is joy and happiness
Don't you love progress
If you do then reason
Reason before you act
Isn't nice and wise
To judge equally
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The Earth Is My Home
 
I am a man born on earth
I am a man born on earth
To live is my right
For that i have to fight
I don't need
Anybody's green light
For my own life is my right
And i have the right
To be free
And be free
I have no place
Than the earth
I don't need
All thesewealth
Neither gold nor silver
Can buy my health
I have no place to go
My home is the earth
The plants feeds me
when I'm hungry
And heals me when I'm I'll
For that's God's will
The trees provides me with shelter
Down there is a the beautiful river
Which quenches my thirst
And wash away all the dirt
The birds flying in the sky
And I wonder why
There's no place to go
The earth is my home
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Who Has The Heart And Courage
 
Who has the heart
And courage
Wins at the end
To the top
We don't stop
Man was born with a vision
Through that his mission
Yes people ever did it great
But you can do it greater
There are people out there
Doing it good
You can do it better
There is none greater
And none is lesser
Everyone has it
But no one has has it
Make good use of your time
For who you become
Is beyond understanding
For that we still searching
Be who you are
Go as much as far
The storm might hit you
Life might be crooked to you
The battle might be sore
But be courageous
Be serious and get focus
For winners don't quit
And quitters don't win
For who has the heart
And courage
Wins at the end.
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I Stand Tall Alone
 
You can look down upon my ability
And write me down in history
You can curse my path
And make me a mystery
You can curse my name
And put me to shame
You can set me up
And destroy my image
You can wipe out my lineage
And deny me my heritage
You can put me in chain
You cannot wash my brain
You can master my down fall
But I will still stand tall
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Here Comes Love
 
Here comes love
So embrace him
Love is  powerful
So be truthful
You betrayed the love
I have for you
All because of money
But all is vanity
For wisdom excelliet folly
Seek eternity
That is forever
There are things
Which seemeth gorgeous
But will not last longer
Love is respect for one another
To abuse
I refuse
For I am full of love
Here comes love
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Think Possitvely
 
Think positively
Why do you think negatively
The opportunity
Of thinking negatively
Could have been used
To think positively
So think positively
Why do you enjoy wickedness
Instead of kindness
Why are you a destroyer
Instead of being a savior
Be equity and justice
Than being partial
For thinking positively
Solves all problems
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The Human Race Is Falling
 
the human race is falling
oh it is falling
too much lies
too much atrocities
too much propaganda
too much ignorant
why are you ignorant of the truth
oh the human race is falling
it is falling
there is no equity and justice
no free and fairness
there is no kindness
we need transparency
crying humanity
oh it is falling
too much suffering
instead of happiness
too much pain
it wickedness
instead of joy
it is shame
why not glory
feel sorry
we destroy one another
instead of helping each other
whiles i live
i saw oppression
i saw affliction
and i saw tyranny
too much hypocrisy
where is your love
oh it is falling
i saw men trying to be Superior
and powerful
but there was no savior
no one was merciful
oh the human race is falling
it is falling
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Do Good
 
I will live my life doing good
For i understand
The reason of doing good
So wither with or without a reward
I will live doing good
The only power over evil
Is to live doing good
I will live my life doing good
For goodness is love
Goodness will take you
Higher and above
Goodness is kindness
Goodness brings happiness
It opposes selfishness
Goodness is Godliness
So i will live my life doing good
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I Am That I Am
 
I am that i am
I am the light of the universe
The stars in the sky
The highest mountain
The water of life
The truth and the way
Solution to problems
I am that i am
I am equity and justice
Freedom and happiness
Free and fairness
Merciful and kindness
I hate violence
Love to the poor and the needy
Seek me and you will find me
I am that iam
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My Meditations
 
In my meditations
In my meditations
I get motivation
And inspiration
I get the spirit
Of higher sensation
Through positive thinking
And creation
My imagination
And expectation
According to the situation
So i don't believe in illusion
The journey seems too far
But i keep going
Temptation keep pulling me down
But i am not stopping
My mission to be accomplished
And visions established
In my meditations
In my meditations
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Fools Haven I
 
The haven of fools
This is the haven of fools
Fools do not like greatness
So they hate to progress
Fools lack wisdom
They are far from freedom
Their heart attaineth riches
But they don't have riches
Fools will perish
But the upright will flourish
He will nourish
Has anybody seen
The end of the foolish
Think for wisdom excelleth folly
Whom will you like to be
The end of the upright
Is everlasting life
Like a tree
Planted by the river side
Marry it, let it be your bride
Keep it as your pride
Do away with ignorant
For the truth is important
Fools has pleasure in vanity
But the happiness
Of the wise is in eternity
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Time Will Tell
 
Time will tell
Nobody knows tomorrow
But time will tell
Until the end you cant tell
The act and deeds of mankind
Depends on time
In the race of life
Time will tell
Life is like planting a seed
It takes time to grow
And only time will tell fought
When it will bare fruits
A child is born
And only time tells his future
Little drops of water
Makes a mighty ocean
A nation grows to be an empire
Whither the wildness burns
Or not depends on the fire
The rainy days
And the sunny day
Are all example of time
Time will tell
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Why This Way
 
why should it be done this way
why should it be done this way
we all have a role to play
for we live to pay one day
if you had the opportunity
what will you say
 
 
 
positivity reigns among humanity
the back bone of human morality
why cant we stand tall
so our fall
i don't understand at all
why should it be done this way
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Life Is Presious
 
Life is precious
Than pieces of silver
So never say never
Life is precious
But evil people
Makes it dangerous
Don't pay attention
To the scornful
If you really want
To be successful
Life is not a race
But you need a pace
Life is not a fight
Know your right
And responsibilities
For we are here to
Fulfill our duties
How you think
Is who you are 
So never say never
What you do
Is who you are
SO never say never
But live up to
Your highest expectation
For till the end
You don't know
Our  destination
Reducing errors
And living perfection
Life is precious
So never say never
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Prosperity To Humanity
 
Prosperity, prosperity
Prosperity to humanity
I brought to you
Love and solidarity
Peace and harmony
Kings go to war
And humanity fall
But i brought prosperity to humanity
So why then should you curse me
Instead of blessing me
I need you to love me
For it is prosperity
I brought to humanity
It power and glory to humanity
Accountability and transparency
A higher levity
Prosperity, prosperity
Prosperity to humanity
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Live And Learn
 
Education is very important
So do not be ignorant
Go to school
And do not be a fool
Life is not about making money
But live for the glory
Learning will help
you shape your destiny
Be useful to people
Show good example
For if you do not learn
you will not know
Why the should a man gain the world
And looses his soul
So live and learn
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Who Am I
 
Marijuana, marijuana
I am natural
But they do not
Want me to exist
For that i resist
Universally they know me
Psychologically i set the people free
But evil people do not like me
I have stabilized many emotion
I have encouraged and
Given many inspiration
With mecomes deeper meditation
I will take you from the dust
And place you higher
What do you want
Intelligence or power
Seek me, respect me
And use me
But don't abuse me
Marijuana, marijuana
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The Truth
 
Nothing but the truth
I stand by the truth
The truth is my portion
And my salvation
So do not believe in illusion
Face reality and act positively
For how you feel
Is different from what is going on
Blaspheming and evil
Is the act of ignorant of the truth
But surely there is a reward
For goodness and evil
No matter the circumstances
The truth will prevail
Although the truthful path
Is difficult to tread
But take heed and lead
For the truth is the light
That guides our way
They reflect on what we say
So they say
We are the truth
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Pure Love
 
I am a brave man
I am bold
My love is purer than gold
So will you be my lover
Will you be a friend
For i can be a good brother
I have been abandon by my lover
She says i have no future
So she cant be with me forever
But i believe in love
That's my heart desire
I am like gold in the dust
Wash me and you will see
How wealthy i am to thee
I am testy of love
Because love is life
Not a beautiful woman
To make a wife
I am blessed with natural mystic
My love is more than magic
So will you be my lover
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Save Me Oh My Lord
 
Jehovah  jara
My great provider
Oh my love come
And stand for me
Come and rescue me
In this wildness
Provide me heat
Save me from this coldness
Bless me my love
Save me from this stress
For you are
Full of mercies and kindness
You are my creator,
My master and my bread giver
My eyes are on you
I am still waiting for you
You have done it for them
And i know you can
Do it for me too
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The Role Of A Hero
 
In this life
In this great life
Nature gave me a role
To play in the movie of life
A protagonist fighting for nature
That mankind may exit forever
Love for all mankind
The animals and all nature
To save my world from the destroyer
To heal the breaches of the humandom
Freedom from the devilish kingdom
Unit mankind against his common enemy
Who rains waters of poverty
I came that there might prosperity
Feel the wind of change blowing
This is my making
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Me, Myself And I
 
You can choose to hate me
Or love me
You can choose to be a friend
Or an enemy
But that do not change
My abilities and capabilities
I am who i am destined to be
I can only be me
I know you have love for vanity
But i am the spirit
Which lives within me
I am not my skin
Nor what i wear
I am not what i hear
your perception do not
Put me to fear
No matter what happens
I will always strive
to survive
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The Revolutionist
 
We need a change
There must be a change
Authority do means extra responsibility
Not selfishness and greediness
Prosperity came from efficiency
Transparency and it effectiveness
Ignorant and corrupt leadership
Like an army of evil soldiers in a warship
They kill, destroy and steal us
So we do not like their friendship
Instead of prosperity
They create poverty
Beware of the beast
For you do not know where it cometh from
Wither the west or the east
Either at mourn or at feast
Power is sweat
But why does it feels bitter
Life is sweat
But why cant we live forever
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I Am A New Creature
 
i am new creature
it a new world
the old world is passed away
the darkness is gone
the lights has came
the nights are gone
the shinny days has come
new ideas and new ways
different personality with new face
we are in the modern days
i am a new creature
i am born again
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Seek Freedom
 
What does the son of man want
What does mankind want
Under the sun
Is it to eat all the food
In the world and have fun
So that nobody gets nothing to feed
Or destroy the righteous and his seed
May be gather more riches
And be superior
So that others become
Poor and inferior
Or gather all the women
In the world by your side
Is this the ultimate pride
What fore does mankind want
Apart from being free and happy
You need freedom to live your destiny
So do i need freedom
Everybody needs freedom
The rich man needs freedom
So do the poor man also need freedom
The king needs freedom
So do his subjects needs freedom
The master needs freedom
So do the servant needs freedom
Freedom belongs to the old man
As well is the young man
the human society without freedom
Is an evildom
Freedom is love for one another
Freedom is the ultimate power
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Know Thy Self
 
You are you
Nobody can be you
And you can't be
Anybody than you
Only you can be you
Unless  you are not
Willing to be you
But nevertheless
You will always be you
So be you
For only you can be you
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He Lives In Me
 
Where does God lives
Up there or within me
If there is God in the sky
Why cant he hear my cry
Why cant he feel my pain
He has eyes but cant see
He has ears but cant hear
Why must i live in fear
If he is a good  judge
Why is his world unfair
May be there is no reason
In living justly
Being truthfully and uprightly
Why should he discriminate  against me
Why cant he save me
If he is my protector
Evil men became richer and stronger
May be living a good life
Is my failure
Who will be a good door keeper
Is it God or my neighbor
If people around me
Are not truthful and helpful
why won't life be
so painful and stressful
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The Dreamer
 
I am the dreamer
I choose the dream
I chase the dream
The dream do not chase the dreamer
But the dreamer follows the dream
For opportunities are not given
But they are made
Because the dream can fade
Everybody want success
But success knows the dreamer
I am a dreamer
If i sleep
I only dream
And if i wake
it the dream i live
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You Are The Greatest
 
You are the greatest
My love you are the greatest
You make all things beautiful
To me your love is wonderful
 
 
Thou feedest me
When i am hungry
Giveth me waters
To quench my thirst
 
 
You put me first
Encourage me to be the best
You are the greatest
My love you are the greatest
 
 
 
You visited me
When i was in jail
You encouraged me to be
The head not the tail
You are the reason
I did not fail
 
 
You are the greatest
My love you are the greatest
You are my motivation
My source of power generation
 
 
Oh my savor
You are my heart desire
Truly you are my lover
May you live forever
You are the greatest
My love you are the greatest
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My Resolution
 
Love is the solution
This is my resolution
A nightmare is different from a dream
The sea is bigger than the stream
I sought to find out
What the heart desire
And there was nothing than love
That which will take
You higher and above
Love will not treat you wrong
But will make you strong
If love will be away
Then for how long
Love  i will not gain
For you to live in pain
If i do that
Then i do that in vain
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Sick Of Love
 
I am sick
I am sick of love
I went to the physician
I went to the magician
They say i need a prayer
So i should see the pastor
But i could not find solution
I am consumed with my confusion
The sea dried up
The dead raised up
Winter passed and summer came
The darkness went then light came
I was tired with all these ecclesiastics
The only solution
That will bring satisfaction
Is your love.
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Respect My Integrity
 
Bare me out
Why all these doubt
I dare you to
Respect my integrity
For they say i am mad
Because of poverty
But whither rich or poor
All is vanity
I will shew my self wise
Or else fools be my adversary
I will  seek eternity
I will always fight
For my dignity
Why all these doubt
Bare me out
Humans bare me out
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I Will Not Waste Time
 
I will not waste time
But make good use of my time
To the peak of the mountain
Will i climb
Negativity will not
Profit you a dime
So make hay when shines
Stand tall and act fine
Blessing to he who says
Wisdom is mine
Like the ant who gathers
His food in a due season
So will i take
Council then reason
For sometimes life moves too quick
Sometimes too slow
Life treat us so cruelly
Sometimes too right
Sometimes i feel under
May be it all over
Sometimes i feel stronger
Life has a lot to offer
So I will not waste time
But make good use of my time
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Be Greatful
 
Be grateful to your creator
For he is your maker
Ungratefulness comes from
Greediness and selfishness
Ungrateful people are evil
It is the act of the devil
Be grateful
Instead of being scornful
Ungrateful people
Hate to show appreciation
For their life
Is full of illusion
Be grateful to your creator
For he is your maker
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Life Is Like A Story
 
Life is like a story
Every one has that glory
I was walking around
When I heard you call my name
From that moment
Life has never been the same
Thou made me a fame
Thou made a name
Thou made me a tall tree
Thou thought me how to be free
Prevented my feet from falling
And I said; I am for heaven
Thou placed me higher
Among the hearten
Now I know thy face
Now I know thy ways
Life is like a story
Every one has that glory
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My Home
 
My home
Where is my home
My  home is not about
These walls of bricks
My home is not
A mansion full of riches
My home is not where
People of the same skin lives
But where i will find
Peace, love and harmony
Where i will find
A better destiny
Where do freedom lives
Here or there
Then that is my home
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Dooms Day
 
Many a times
I passed through trouble
Many a times
I passed through pain
I was exploited
I was  was humiliated
I was condemned
I was consumed by mystery
My wings were taken
So i couldn't fly
All i eat all day was my cry
I asked myself why
And there came a voice saying
In your affliction
Will you learn right
In your oppression
Will you rise how to fight
The sun shines at day
And stars at night
Arise and see the light
After six comes seven
I passed through hell
Before i could see heaven
I did not know that my worries
Will lead me to my haven
Many times
I passed through trouble
Many a times
I passed through pain
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Destiny Decides
 
Destiny decides
Don't be deceived
But destiny decides
You nailed me in the head
You short me in the heart
Ignoring all the fact
Let the clouds get fold
Keep secrete the truth
But the story is will forever be told
That the glory of a man
Is purer than gold
The old may refuse to reason
But a tree bearing fort fruit
Means it is in it season
Destiny decides
Don't be deceived
But destiny decides
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Be Hopeful
 
Hopeful
Be hopeful
Want to be successful
Saw  good seeds
For we are cursed and blessed
By our own deeds
Being hopeful is to over come
And encouragement
Becomes our strength
For what we could become here
Unless we over come our fear
The wind blowing
Here and there
Life becomes so unfair
All you need to do
Is to be hopeful
Hopeful
Be hopeful
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Freedom Is A Must
 
Freedom is a must
It shall come to past
We need freedom
The philosophy for this kingdom
For freedom is love
Freedom is the truth
Ye shall know the truth
And the truth shall set you free
Freedom to be me
freedom to talk and to see
freedom from sorrow and agony
Freedom from evil
Freedom from want
Freedom from  pain
Freedom to  gain
In this life
We need freedom
Freedom is a must
It shall come to past
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Wake Up
 
Wake up
Wake up
Wake up from your slumber
For strength belongs to
He who put himself together
Never look down
But carry your crown
Arise and shine
For at the end of every rain
Comes the sunshine
Yesterday and today
Are not the same
Today is sadness
Tomorrow comes happiness
It is not the fall
But how you rise again
Wake up from the pain
For time wasted
Can never be gained again
Wake up
Wake up
Wake up from your slumber
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Fly High
 
Fly, i will fly high
Fly, i will fly high
Like the birds in the sky
They are destined to fly
No matter the situation
I am beyond your expectation
For i am part of creation
Till i reach my destination
I will fly high
Fly, i will fly high
Haters will lie
Enemies will deny
Don't be shy
But fly high
Fly, i will fly high
Fly, i will fly high
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